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CHAPTER I
UNIFORMS AND

EQUIP~ENT

With the declaration of a state of war in April, 1861,
the task of raising and equipping troops devolved upon the states.
The Federal government was in a relatively weak condition as
compared with the governments of tr'e northern states, which had
not felt the effects of secession as deeply as had the central
government.

The state governments were in a stable condition

and were financially sound.

In the years following the Mexican

Yar, it had become the faShion for young men to join the local
military group; althollgh these militia regiments were usually
more decorative than useful, being better suited for the Fourth
of July parade than for the active campaign.
These gaudy oompanies provided the core of the state
regiments that made up the Union army.

~ersons

familiar with

army organiZation during World War II will recall that there

were no state regiments.

All soldiers, volunteers and draftees

alike, were assigned indiscriminately; a man from the Middle
West might find himself in the same regiment with men from all
parts of the United States.
The Union

B-~y

was organized differently.
1

The governor

2
.,

of a state would offer a colonelcy to a prominent citizen as
a reward for raising a regiment.

Captaincies would be promised

to those who assisted in recruiting the necessary number of men.
other groups would organize themselves and elect their colonel
and company captains.

Ulysses S. Grant, who had resigned from

the army after service in the Mexican War and outpost duty in
California, was appointed to the colonelcy of a regiment formed
at Galena, I11inois. 1 John A. Logan, founder of the G.A.R., had
been a political figure in Illinois, became a colonel of volunteers, and later a major genera1. 2 William J. Palmer, who later
became president of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad,
while secretary to John Edgar Thomson, president of the Pennsylvania Railroad, organized a cavalry troop and became its
captain.

Palmer later rose to the rank of genera1. 3
Yound men, answering a recruiting advertisement,

joined organizations of their own choice.

Thus a man would

usually serve in a regiment made up of his neighbors and others
from near his home. 4

1 Dictionary of American Biography, New York, 1931,

VII, 493.
2

~.,

XI, 362.

3 Frank H. Taylor, Philadelphia in the Civil
Philadelphia, 1913, 175.

~,

4 John D. Billings, Hardtack and Coffee, Boston
1889, 38.

~----------------~
3

Regiments were often formed along national or occupational lines; there were German regiments from Wisconsin, Irish
from New York.
ganizations. 5

Fire companie s were fond of forming Zouave orThe Fifteenth Pennsylvania Cavalry, commanded

by

the Colonel Palmer mentioned above, was composed of employees
of the Pennsylvania Railroad. 6

The Corn Exchange regiment was

financed by a Philadelphia bank;7 a group of blacksmiths from
Phoenixville, Pennsylvania formed a company.8

A New York bank

clerk named Smith proposed to enlist a regiment of Smithsnone, but persons named Smith need apply,9
Diverse groups such as these presented themselves to
the governors of the states and were sworn into Federal service.
All had patriotic motives in common, but little else.
greatest divergence was in uniform.

The

Three regiments from the

same state had as many as five colors in their uniforms; blue,
gray, black and white striped, blue with green trim, and light
blue. IO

The uniform of one of these regiments was described

as consisting of "a light blouse with green collar and patent

5 Taylor, 237.
6

!.2..!£.,

175.

7 Ibid., 130.

£f

8 Fred A. Shannon, or~anization and Administration
the Union ArmI, Cleveland, 192 , II, 43. --9

Ibid.~

43.

4

leather belt, dark gray pants, without.stripes except in the
case or orricers, a black relt hat turned up at one side and
rastened by a tin bull's eye, the size or a sauce plate, which
displays the red, white, and blue."ll
Gray seems to have been a ravorite color among early
volunteer units.

At fhrst Manassas the gray clad Second Wis·

consin was rired upon by other Union troops who mistook them
ror the enemy.

Ohio troops rired on soldiers or the Thirteenth

Indiana at Cheat Mountain because the latter were still wearing
their gray militia unirorms.

Early in 1862 at Wilson's Creek,

near Springtle14, Missouri, Louisiana and Arkansas troops maneuvered into range or General Franz Sigel's command, who were
also dressed in gray.

As late as Shiloh (April 6 and 7, 1862),

General Grant reported some or the men were "still in the gray
unirorm," owing to their reluctance to change their good quality gray clothing ror the inrerior grade or blue unirorm issued
by the quartermasters. l2
The most bizarre or all these militia uniforms was
that of Zouave regiments.

The French Zouaves fighting in

Algeria bad made many favorable impressions, Goth because or

11

~.,

90.

12 Bell Irwin Wiley, The Sto£l
~ork,

1952, 22.

£!

Billl~'

New

5

their valor and their picturesque unir?rm.

Dozens or companies,

both Union and Conrederate, adopted the Zouave unirorm as their
own.

There were many varieties, but all consisted in some sort

or loose, baggy Turkish type or trousers, white gaiters, a res,
and an abundance or color, usually red and yellow. 13 These
odd, albeit colorful, unirorms were worn by many outfits until
worn out and replaced by the regulation uniform.

It was some

time before the term "boys in blue" was true or the entire army.
The service unirorm or the United States army had
been blue in color since the days or the Revolution. 14 This
color was used by United States' troops through all campaigns
up to 1898, when operations in tropical regions necessitated
a change to a mo}-ec:comrortable khaki.
Detailed specirications ror the uniform or officers
and enlisted men were published in General Orders, Number~,
or March 13, 1861. 15 Illustrations or the official uniforms
are aya'!l!l.ab!e in the Atlas that accompanies the Orricial Records.16
13 Shannon, 43.
14 H. A. Ogden, !h! Army
ington, 1889, plates II and III.

£!

the United States, Wash-

15 Appendix I.
16 The War or the Rebellion, Official Records or the
Union and Confederate ArmIei, Washington, 1890, Atlas, plate---

"LXXVlr.-

6

The u"liform consisted basioally of a dark blue ooat
and light blue trousers.

The ooat was either a frook coat

reaohing nearly to the l{nees, or a shorter saok ooat whioh
reaohed to the level of the trouser pookets.

Offioers usually

wore the longer ooat, but, the enlisted men used tile more praotical saok ooat.

One veteran wrote, "Many regiments never drew
a dress frook ooat after leaving the state. n17 A light blue
overooat with an elbow-length cape was issued in cold weather;
mounted troops us ed a similar overooat exoept that the cape
reached to the wrists. 1S
The rank of oommissioned offioers was deSignated by
insignia on the shoulder straps.

The shoulder straps were usu-

ally made of velvet, about six inohes long and one and one-half
inohes wide, edged with a rolled 8eam of silver thread.

The

oolor of the shoulder strap oorresponded to the arm of the
servioe to whioh the officer was attaohed; blue for the infantry, red for the artillery, and yellow for tee cavalry.

The

inSignia for a general offioer was a star; one for a brigadier,
two for a major general, three for a lieutenant general, and
four stars for a general.
of the shoulder strap.

Colonels wore an eagle in the oenter

LieuteJilallt oolonels wore a silver leaf,

17 Billings, 316.
18 Q.

11- .Atlas, plate CLXXVII.

,.....--

----------------------------------------------------------,
7

majors a gold leaf, at each end of' the shoulder strap.

Captains

.ore two sold bars and f'lrst lieutenants one gold bar at the
ends of' the shoulder strap.
only the shoulder strap.19

Second lieutenants wore no bars,
Rank liVas also indicated hy the num-

ber of' brass buttons on the coat.

PiAld grade off'lcers (major,

and upwards) wore two rows of' nlne buttons; company otf'icers
and enlisted men wore only one row. 20 The rank of' non-commissioned of'f'icers was indicated by chevrons worn on the upper
sll3eves.

Corporals wore two stripes, sergeants three stripes.

The chevrons pointed downwards. 2l
The branch ot the service was indicated by a strip

ot braid sewed to the seam ot the trousers.

As was mentioned

above, blue signified infantry, red was for the artillery, and
yellow for the oavalry.
to the hat or cap.

Brass insignia was also worn pinned

A bugle was f'or infant:ry, crossed oannon f'or

artillery, orossed sabers f'or cavalry.~2

Later in the war,

badges were devised f'or the varions aZ'"dlY oorps.

These were ot

different colors and different shapes- a red diso f'or the
First D1vision of' the First Corps, a white clover leaf' for the

19

~.,

plate CLXXV.

20 Ibid., plate CIXXII.
21

~.,

Plate CLXXII.

22 J\upelldix III, plate I.

8

second Division of the Second Corps, a black Maltese cross for
the Third Division of the Fifth Corps, and so on.

These insig-

nia were made of cloth or metal and pinned to the cap. <:::3
The authorized headgear was a black felt hat, rather
high in the crown and wide in the brim.

The left side of the

brim was caught up and held by a olasp. A black feather was
otten pinned to the brim. 24 The soldiers did not seem to approve of such bats.

One called them "rediculous r. [Pic.:;]

25 an-

other wrote home "My new hat looks as near like the pictures
that you see of the pilgrim fathers landing on plymouth, tall,
stiff, and turned up on one side with a feather on it....
don't wear it any more than I Qm obliged to. 26

I

However, as the war went on some soldiers continued
to wear the black hat, although it was usually a softer, more
oivilian style.

O.fficers favored this sort of hat, giving it a

military touch by addIng a hatcord woven of gold threads, and
by pinning crossed sabers, or a bugle, or other 1nsignia of

their regiment to the front of the hat.

23 Q.

~.

A picture taken- June 2,

Atlas, plate CLXXV.

24 General 9rders,

Number~,

article 45.

25 In order to retain the color of tre soldiArs'
speech, all words will be copied verbatim.
26 Wiley, 59.

9

1864, of General Grant and his staff holding a conference, shows
a dozen or so 0fficers wearing the felt hat, pinched into a
variety of shapes. 27
The Iron Brigade, composed of the Nineteenth Indiana,
and the Second, Sixth, and Seventh Wisconsin was known as the
"Black Hat Brigade" becalls€ of 'the black slouch hats they always wore. 28 At Gettysburg, the Confederates expecting (on tJie
fIrst day of the battle) to meet only militia, encountered
instead the Iron Brigade, and shouted to each other, "here are
those damned black-hat fellers again •••• That ain't militiathat's the Army of the Potomac. 29
The favorite hat of most of the soldiers, and many
officers, was the blue kepi also known as a forage cap.

This

was a French style cap, with a conical crown, which sloped forward, and a short leather visor.
the kepi either.

Not everyone was satisfied with

One recruit complained, " ••• the forage cap was

an ungainly bag with a pasteboard top and a leather visor. n30
Another reca.lled that a "large number of the soldiers of
not wear the forage cap furnished by the government.

27 David Donald,

D' u1

d ed b

28 Bruce Catton, GlorI
29

~.,

~,

r6G

did

'fhey bought

Fought, New York, 1952, 315-

New York, 1954, 22.

:d94.

30 Warren Lee Goss, Recollections
tyork, 1890, 4.

2f

~

!rivate, New

~

-~---------------------------------------------------------,

10
the 'McClellan cap', so called, at the hatters instead, which in
IIlost cases faded out in a month.

This the government caps did

not do, with all their awkward appearance.

They may have been

ooarse and unfashionable to the eye, but the colors would stand.t~
Long, hard marohes are the usual lot of the infantryman.
It waS important that he have

ot shoes.

a comfortable

The shoes issued were ankle-high, made of rough

black leather, with heavy soles.
boats. 32

and sArviceable pair

The soldiers called them gun-

One exhibit in the Chicago Historical Society shows a

soldier's shoe, with the notation that the army shoe ot that
time was not made in rights and lefts; all shoes were made the
same.

Evidently it was assumed that the shoes would aoquire the

proper shape atter being worn for a time.
general Orders, !umber

~

However, in the

ot 1861, mention is made that the

shoes should be issued in rights and letts. 33

Quite probably

some oontractors did deliver shoes t.hat were neither rights nor
letts; suoh shoes would

requlI~e

only one last and consequently

would be cheaper, although it seems unwise to economize at the
expense ot the soldier's teet.

It is difficult to ascertain trom

31 Billings, 277.
32 'Wiley, 59.

33

~eneral

Orders,

Number~,

artiole 55.

-

11

photographs how well made the shoes were; one pioture of" a group

ot non-oommissioned of"f"1oers at mess shows a man in the f"oreground
wearing well mnde, double soled brogans, while another man in the
pioture is wearing what seem to be sOf"t and shapeless shoes.
possibly the shoes were sent f"rom home; possibly both were
government Issue. 34
A blue woolen shirt, stookings, and a set of" f"lanne1
underdrawers oompleted the soldier's olothing issue. 35

The

quality of" the undero10thing apparently was not the finest.
If'!'hese flannels, ••• if" they were what he drew f'rom the government
stores, were of'ten as rough to the skin as ooarse sandpaper,
whioh they somewhat resembled in oolor. tf36 Underwear seems to
have been a novelty to some of' the soldiers; one veteran reoalled,
"Most of the boys had never worn drawers and some did not know
what they were tor and some ot the old soldiers wbo are here told
them that they were tor an extra unlform to be worn on parade and
they half" belIeved it. n37
Cavalrymen and artIllerymen spent a great deal of time
in the saddle and were issued special trousers with a reInf"orcing
double-thickness patoh which covered the seat. and the inner sIde

34 Donald, 203.

-

36 General Orders, Number SIx, article 124.
36 BIllIngs, 333.
37 WIley, 69.

12

ot the upper trouser leg.

In place 01.' the short coat worn by the

infa.ntry, the mounted troops were issued a snort close-fit.ting
ja. cket •

Heavy knee-high riding boots were also used by the

a.rtillery and cavalry.38
Many soldiers experienced difficulty in obtaining
clothing that l.'it tbem; liMy first uniform was a bad fit; my
trOUsers were too long by three or four incf)6s; the flannel shirt
was coarse and unpleasant, too large at the neck and too short
elsewhere •••• the blouse

waS

the only part wl,ich seemed decent;

while tile overcoat made me l.'eel like a little nib of corn amid a
preponderance of husk. 1t39 Another soldier, apparently a little
man, oomplained, flI ••• could never find ••• a blouse or a pair
of trousers small enough, nor an overcoat cast along my lines.
The regulation blue trousers I used to cut otf at the bottoms and
the regulation overooat sleeves were always rolled up •••• "
Another mentioned that he was usually able to get fla fair fit but,
some ot the very tall men or short men were not so fortunate."40
It might be mentioned that there were probably very many small
soldiers in the army as it was estimated that there were 846,000
boys under sixteen years 01.' age serving in the Union toroe8. 41

38 Billings, 37.

39 Goss, 4.
40 Wiley, 60

41 Taylor, 298.

p
13
Not only was the soldler often issup.d 111 fitting
olothing, but many times especially in the earlier days of the
war, the uniforms were of most inferior grade.

Contractors

whose greed surpassed their patriotism were to blame for Sf-Joes
that fell apart in the first

~ain,

and for clotr,ing that was

made of loosely woven oloth poorly sewed together.

Inspectors

were bribed to allow suoh shoddy clothing to pass.

Publio atti-

tudes toward suoh oontraotors and inspeotors were reflected in
a cartoon whioh appeared in Harper's V,eekl;y.

In the cartoon

three inspeotors and three oontractors, all with red "whiskey
noses," are gathered in a storeroom, apparently inspecting the
oontractor' wares.

There are several bottles in evldence, and

a box of Cigars is in the foreground.

The conversation

them was as follows:
First Contractor:

There sir1 examine that blanket

SIl'l , What could be better than it to proteot our

volunteers.- It is 2 feet 4 inohes square.- I'll
allow 20 per ct- if they are passed. Ohl about
the shoes"l I admit we have used a leetle wood in
the soles'"
First Inspector:

"Ahem"

I'll pass 'em."

Second Oontraotor: "I assure you s1rl the text.nT'e
or this stuff a pair of trousers that ('e is hold
ing is fine,- very fine in faotl Just 1-he thing
for our Volunteers. The sewing you observe is
open- for the purpose of ventilationlll"
Seoond Inspeotor: IIBeautlful- how
10r our brave fellows."

0001

it will be

betwe~n

14

Third Inspector:
'em rip. it 4~

tl50 per cent did you say'

let

On the same page waS another cartoon sl-:owing a ragged
soldier shod in toeless socks, wearing tattered trousers that
reaohed only to his knees, and a torn and sleeveless sr-;irt.

In

the baokground a corpulent Inspeotor General, resplendent in a
laoe trimmed uniform, trots by on a fine horse, without so muoh

as

a glanoe at the nearly naked soldier. 43
A soldier might be able to put up with a sleazy uniform,

especially in the warmer months, but poorly made shoes were a
source of real distress.

An old campaigner wrote, "If you find

a foot soldier lying beat out by the roadside, five to one his
h~els

are too high, or .his soles too narrow, or too thin, or his

shoe is not made straight on the inside, so that the great toe

oan spread into its plaoe as he treads....

Moreover, a captain

of' a company who will let :tl1s men march with such shoes as I have
seen on the feet of some poor fellows in this war, ought to be
garroted with shoestrings. tt44

The shoes were so bad that some of

the soldiers pI'€)fer!"od to go without them, and marohed barefoot,
with their shoes tied to the barrels of their muskets. 45

42 Shannon, 66.

44 Shannon,

43 Ibid., 67.

-

98.

45 Ibid., 98.

~--------------~
15
AS

the war went on the Quartermaster department was

able to keep a better oheck on oontractors and the quality of
olothing improved.

The writer has an artillery jaoket of the

period which is in an exoellent state of preservation.

A tailor

has described the garment as being made of blue wool broadoloth,
trimmed with red cotton braid.

The lining is a good grade of

ootton outing flannel, the sleeves are lined with unbleached
muslin.

The workmanship is very good, all seams are strong and

straight, the brass buttons are firmly attaohed.
The soldier usually had plenty of clothing, although
shortages were sometimes reported after a hard campaign or when
the troops were separated from sources of supply for a long
period.

After Gettysburg, when the Army of t.he Potomao had

marohed all the way f'rom Chanoellorsville, Virginia, one fdan
wrote, tithe boys are almost wore out and a grate many shiewless,"
and anotherll'l"rote home, ItI am awful ragged Ima.gine a modest,
timid, and retiring young man like your son walking through the
thickly populated land of Virginia ••• with a pair of pants on
with a hole in the seat which like a broken window needs two old
pots to stick throllgh ••• to keep the cold out and ti'le bottoms
waving in rags between the knees and the feet."

An Ohioan,

writing back home from Alabama, made these quaint remarks, "Our
reg is purty naked they look moor like a reg of secesh than
northern troops soom barfoott.ed, soom without coats soom with

16

a citazena soot on •••• I have been barfootf'ld evry sena we got
back from brig porte. tl46
Often a lack of enough clothing was the r(>suJt of the
soldierts own wQstAfulneas.

While in

Q

permanent camp, a

soldier was more inclined t.o tf:lke care of his belongings, but
when orders came to break camp, and pack for tre march, he had
to decide what to take with him, and what to abandon.

During

the course of a long encampment n soldier would accumu.late a
number of' odds and ends.

He would have pictures from home, and

gadgets .he had picked up f'rom the sutler and peddlers, in addition to his mIlitary equipment.s.

Soldiers in Camp, with tew

places to spend their money, were easy marks for any vendor
allowed to come into the camp.

Combination knife-f'ork-and spoons

aold in great numbers; so did water-filters, a tube and charcoal
arrangement to be uSf'ld when drinking from muddy springs.

Armored

vests, made of steel, and covered with blue oloth, and weighing
about ten pOlxods, oould be purohased in officer's or enlisted
men's styles for $9.00 and .7.00 respectively.

Mothers, wives,

and sweethearts sent other unnecessary things which they thought
the soldier boys might need.
Obviouoly the marohing soldier oould not oarry all
these things with him.

He would leave his dress coat, and take

46 Wiley, 58, 60, passim.

17

h1s blanket and overcoat, and stuf£ as much as possible into the
k08Psack, paok whatever rations were issued- perhaps enough for
several days into the haversack, load his cartridge box and
pookets with as many as eighty rounds of ammunition, shoulder
his musket, and fall in.
After an hour or so on the maroh,
lighten their loads.

the men began to

"Look at that ground where the brigade

haS been after its brief halt for

rest,~

recalled one soldier,

"it is strewn with blankets, overcoats, dress coats, pantaloons,
sh1rts- in fact a little of everything from the outfit of the
oommon soldier •••• If you were to tollow the column, •••• you
would find various articles scattered ••• by the roadside, where
a soldier had quietly stepped out ot the ranks, and sat down,

uns1Wlg his blanket-roll or knapsack, took out what he had deaided to throwaway •••• and thus relieved, hastened to overtake
the regiment.

It did not take an army long to get into light
marohing order after it was once fairly on the road. 1f47 Another
soldier remarked, nThecamps we lett were blue with rejected
overcoats and strewn with garments lett behind. tt48
A perusal of photographs made during the Civil War

-------47 Billings,
48 Goas, 74.

333, 334,

Eassi~.
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show that the soldiers wore a hodge-podge of uniforms, and,
understandably, they were most often dirty and disheveled. 49
~ll

only in permanent garrisons would one find the soldier dressed
as per regulations in a pressed dress ooat and trousers, with
his shoes blaokened.

The battle hardened veteran in marohing

order was a lean, sun tanned, bearded warrior in faded clothes,
and stripped do'm to the essentials of fighting man. 50

Every soldier was issued a knapsaok in which to oarry
his extra clothes and blanket. 51 The knapsack was secured to
the wearer by straps which proved so uncomfortable that "the
knapsack was thrown aside in the first battle, and a simple
roll composed of the woolen and rubber blankets substituted for
it." 52 A haversack "of painted canvas, with an inside sack unpainted" was used for carrying rations. 53 A canteen, with a

49 F. T. Miller, Photograehic History 2! the Civil,
)!t, New York, 1911. Volume IV contains pictures of-WCavalry,·
Volume V "Forts and Artillery," Volume VIII "Soldier Life."
50 Appendix II, plate I.
51

Genera~

Orders, Number

§!!,

52 Billings, 278.
53 General

Order~,

article 131.

article 130.
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oapaoity of five pints, was oarried by a linen strap hung around
the neck. 54 On his belt the soldier oarried a Seven by eight
inoh cartr1dge box, whioh had a oapao1ty of' forty rounds. 55
percussion caps for f1ring the musket were carried in a small
leather box, also worn on the belt.

The bayonet scabbard was
also worn on the bolt, l1ang1ng· f'rom the left side. 56
The Un10n soldier was well equipped to carry 011t his
duties.
largely

The quality and the quantity of Federal ordnanoe were
inst~lmental

1n the defeat of the determined and val-

liant sold1ers of the Confederacy.

-

54 IbId., article 132.
55 IbId., article 128.
56 Append!!!II, plate 2.

CHAPTER II
CIVIL WAR WEAPONS
An net of Congress, approved April 12, 1794, provided

tor the erection of two national armories.

A northern armory

waS to be located at Springfield, Massachusetts, and a southern
~ry

at Harper's Ferry, Virginia.

Production of the French

musket used in the Revolution by the Continental army, the
model 1763, known as the ftCharleville, tt was begun.

Arms were

delivered from Springield in 1794, but Harper's Ferry muskets
did not appear until

l801~

The Harper's Ferry location, situated at the contluenoe of the Potomac and Shenandoah rivers, was selected because

ot the abundance of water power there.

Construction of shops
was begun in 1796, and arms production was begun in 1801. 1
In order. to trace makers of guns manufactured outside
the armories by civilian contractors, all arms were to be stamped
w1th the name of the oontractor, the date of manufactare, and
w1th the "eaglet! w:bich had been used in the Gre!lt Seal of 1782,

1 Arcadi Gluckman, Un1ted States Muskets,
Carbines, Buffalo, New York, 1§48, 657
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and on the medal of the Order of the Cinoinna tus I and on gold

ooins of 1795.

2

This method of identifying arms made at government
armories and at contract factories was continued througb the
Civil War, and enables one to determine the origin and date of
anY pieoe.

The armories at Springfield and Harper's Ferry oontinued to make arms known as "U.' S. Models" until Harper's
Ferry, John Brown's objective in 1859, fell to the Virginia
militia in April, la6l.

The factory at Springfield is still in

operation; an employee of the armory there John Garand, designed
3
the famous semi-automatic M-l of World War 11.

RIFLES
The typical infantry weapon of the Oivil War was the
rifled musket, hundreds of thousands of which were made at the
government armories, and by civilian contractors.
The most used of these rifles was the Springfield.
This was a .58 oaliber weapon, fifty six inohes in length.

'The

peroussion lock was marked with the letters "US" and "SPRINGFIBLDff in two lines; an eagle was stamped forward of the hammer,

and the date of manufaoture marked behind the hammer.
look plate was bright finished.

The entire

The barrel was forty inohes

3 Francis Bannerman and Sons, Military Goods
QataJ.ogue, New York, 1949, 60.
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long, finished bright, and rifled with three grooves, making one
turn 1n six feet. 4

The rear sight was folding two-leaf si€!:ht;

the front sight was set on a lug which served as a bayonet stud.

All furniture (.fittings) of

t.he gtm was iron, and polished bright

Three .flat bands secured the barrel to the stock.

The upper

sling swivel was riveted to the middle band; the lower swivel to
the trigger guard bow.

'l1h6 bright, swelled end, cup-tipped ram-

rod had a catch near the end o.f the forecap to retain the ramrod
in the stock.

;fhe bright finished, triangular bayonet was

eighteen inches ling with a one and one-half inch shank, and a
three inch socket fitted with a locking ring.

The stock was made

of oil-finished walnut wood, and was fifty two inches long.
butt curved in to fit t.he shou.lder. 5 In th.e period between

The

January 1, 1861 and December 1, 1863, a total of 265, 129 model
1861 rifle muskets were produced at the Springfield armory.

With

the loss of the Harper's Ferry armory in April, 1861, the Springfield

was unable to supply sufficient arms.
were therefore let to private contraators. 6
~ory

Contracts

4 The inside of a rifle barrel is cut with spiral
grooves to impart a spinning motion to the bullet and thus i¢prove its accuracy and range. 'one turn in six feet' means that
the bullet will have made one complete turn around its axis when
it has traveled a distance of one foot through the barrel.
5 Gluckman, 230.
6 Appendix II.

~.--'- - - - - - - - ,
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In the early days of the war, f'oreign rifles"

es-

pecially Austrian and Belgian makes, had been tried by militia
companies, but were found to be unsatisfaotory.

The Adjutant

General, Lorenao Thomas, reported, " ••• out of 3,000 but SOOr
could be issued, and they were indifferent. n7

Northern oon-

tractors quiokly got into produotion, however, and a steady
supply of rifles reaohed tr,e troops.

By 1864, the Quartermas-

ter's department was able to report that 1n addition to tbe
weapons in use, there WaS a surplus of' 1,195,572 ri:fles. 8 The
Springfield was rated lUghly_

An

ordnanoe offioer Lieutenant

Oolonel Joseph W. R1ple.y, reported " •• U. S. muskets as now made
have no superior arms in the world ... 9 The soldiers liked these
rifles eV6n though they were muzzle loaders and clumsy to load.
One soldier wrote to his parents, "we have not got the enfielde
rifles but the springfield they are just as good and a good deel
lighter.

We went out to try them.

We fired 600 yards and put

380 balls into a mark the size of old Jeff, they oan range 1500

yards with oonsiderable certainty.HlO

7

~

of the Rebellion, Off10ial Reoords of' the Union

8

~.,

and Conf'ederate Armi"6'i"; . WashIngton, 1890, serles Iir, 11';

'430.

series lil, V, 145.

9 Ibid., series 111, I, 264.
951, 63.

10 Bell Irvin Wiley,

!!!!

Life

.2!

BiIIZ~,

New York,
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The bullet used in the Springfield was a conical slug,
~th

three grooves cut around the base.

This bullet was similar

to that designed by Captain Minnie of the French army, and, altbough not spherical in shape, was called a "minnie ball."

The

bUllet, weighing 450 grains, and 60 grains of black powder, were
-.rapped together in a paper cartridge. IO Forty of these cartridges were carried in a leather case fastened to the belt.
About twenty more cartridges were carried in the pockets.

A

mMll leather container for percussion caps was also carried on
the belt.

The loading procedure was as follows; the soldier

pulled his cartridge box around to the front where it was more
handy, withdrew a cartridge, bit the paper end off, sprinkled
the powder down the barrel, put a cloth or paper wad in the
barrel, and then rammed powder and wad
ramrod.

down the barrel with the

The bullet was next inserted and rammed down.

The

ramrod would then be jammed into the ground, or wherever would
be convenient.

Then the soldier would press a small percussion

cap onto the cone, or nipple.

The hammer was then thumbed back,

aim taken, and the trigger squeezed.

The hammer would fallon

the cap and explode it, which would in turn exploded the main
Charge and send the bullet on its way.ll

10 Bannerman, 61.
11 This information was gathered at the museums at
Manassas, Virginia, and at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.

~-.- - - - - - - - - - - ,
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About two shots per minute were all the soldier oould hope to
load and fire.

After the first round was fired the soldier

would drop to the ground and reload.

Some would roll on their

baoks to ram in the oharge, and then rise to fire.

Some pre-

ter red to fire from a kneeling posl tlon; most seemed to llrefer
• pron position.

The oover afforded by a stone fenoe, a fallen

tree trunk, or a trenoh was always welcome.

As the men bit

open cartridge after oartridge, blaok powder would spill out on
their sweaty faoes, ringing their mouths "i th a black smear,
which gave them a most weird appearanoe. 12
While most of the rifles used in the Civil War were
the Sprlngfields desoribed above, a few other domestic makes
were used.

One of these was the U. S. Model 1862, made by the

Remington Arms Company at Ilion, New York.

This waS also a .58

oaliber rifle, forty nine inohes long, blued finish, rifled with
seven narrow grooves, making one turn in five feet.

The front

Sight was a fixed blade, and the rear was a folding two-leaf
Sight.
~as

Both Sights were blued.

The oil finished walnut stock

forty four inches long, and had a brass patch box in the butt.

The ramrod was bright finished steel.

IOf these rifles at $17.00 each.
12 Wiley, 71.

Remington delivered 10,000

This prioe included a twenty inch

r;--------------,
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brass-handled saber bayonet.

13

Another infantry weapon was the Sharps breeoh loadIng
peroussion rirle.

This gun was or a different oaliber than the

others; it used a .53 caliber oartridge.

This rifle was fifty

three inohes long, with a thIrty six inoh barrel, rifled with
six grooves.

The Sharps was a fast, sturdy, and reliable weapon,

bUt leaked fire at the breeoh.

Sharps delivered 9,141 of these

rifles at $36.15 eaoh" from their Pbiladelphia faotory.14
The majority of the rifles used in tho Civil War were
single shot, as has been mentioned above.

',Phere were some re-

peating rifles in use however; these were the Spencer and the
Henry.
The Spencer repeating rifle was quite similar to the
better known Spenoer carbine.
thirty inohes.

The rifle had a longer barrel,

Its total length waS forty seven inohes, and it

weighed ten pounds.

The government purohased 12,471 of these

weapons; some militia ur;its were equipped by priVate funds with
Spenoer rifles. Massaohusetts purohased 1,500. 15
The Henry repeating rif1e,fired a .44 caliber rim fire
cartridge also manufaotured by Henry.

13 Gluokman, 245.
14

!!?l:.9.." 267.

16 Bannerman, 265.

This weapon weighed nine

~-------------,
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one-quarter pounds and was forty three and one-half inohes

long.

It had a thirty four inoh barrel, rifled with six grooves,

with a gain twist,lS making one turn in sixteen feet at the
breeoh, and one turn in thirty three inches at tr"le muzzle.

It

"as fitted with a blade front sight, and a leaf rear sight.

The

walnut stook was oil finished, and curved to fit ttle shoulder.
There was no forestook: the magazine ran under the barrel for
Its full length.

The breech frame, look, and butt plate were

made of bronze.
This rifle had a long tubular magazine under the barrel,
holding sixteen rim fire oartridges loaded from the front.

This

was a levar ae tion rifle: it was operated by lowering t,he trigger
guard lever, whioh meohanioally slid the oarrier blook baokwards,
oocked the hammer, extraoted and ejeoted t.he empty shell, and on
the return stroke seated the next round into the chamber.
This weapon was the invention ot B. T .. Henry, expert
machinist of Robbins and. Lawrenoe, of Windaol', Vermont.

In 1857

the insolvent Voloanio Repeating Arms Oompany was reorganized as

16 Gain twist is a method of rifling in which the twist,
slight at th~ breeoh, inoreases gradually toward the muzzle to
give maximum rotation at that pOint, and by relatively gradual
acoeleration of the bull et prevents 1. t from jumping the rifling
at the pOint of disoharge.

~-------------,
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Arms Oompany, with B. T. Henry as sUperintendent,

and Oliver F. Winchester, New Haven shirt manufacturer, as
principal stockholder.
This firm also made the Henry cartridge, marked on the
base with ttHtf for Henry; which letter is still being stamped by
the Winchester company on their· rim fire s':ells in Henry's honor.
This cartridge held twenty five grains of powder and a 216 grain
(about one-halt ounce) conical lead bullet.
The Henry was the tirst magazine rifle
ArmY used in any quantity.

wr~ich

the Union

In the period from July 23, 1863 to

November 7, 1865, the government purchased 1,731 Henry rit'les
and 4,610,400 cartridges.

Two regiments of Sherman's army in

the march to the sea were armed with the Henry.
also 'purchased for militia companies.

These arms were

About 10,000 are believed

to have been made. I?
Soldiers who had a Henry repeating rifle considered
themselves very fortunate.

One of Sherman's men wrote in his

diary on May 11, 1864; "I got me a Henry rifle ... a 16 shooteryesterday.'. •• I gave 35 dollars - all the money I had for it.

I

glad I could get it. They are good shooters and I like to
think I have so many shots in resArve." Trle months later he

am

wrote; "I think t.he Johnnies arc getting rattled; they are afraid

17 Gluckman, 318 •

...
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of our re:peating rifles.

They say we are not fair, that we have

guns that we load up on Sunday and shoot all the rest
_sek.

Cif

the

rphis I know, I f'eel a good deal more oonfidenoe in myself

_ith a 16 shooter in my hands than I used to with a single shot
rifle. "18

CARBINES
For .fighting dismounted, the oavalry trooper was issued
a short barreled oarbine.

Suoh a weapon would provide greater

range and greater aoouraoy t]-lan would a revolver, and would be
more easily oarried onhorsebaok than a longer barreled ri.fle.
Many types of'

oarb~nes

were in use; Burnside, Galager,

Joslyn, Maynard, Merrill, Sharps, Smith, Starr, and Spencer.
tut the Sps!1cer were single-shot breeoh loaders.

All

'rr:e Spenoer

loaded through the butt, and was a repeater.
(.Phe Burnside oarbine, inventer in 1856 by Ambrose &;.
Burnside, later a general in the Army of the

f>~)tomao,

was a .54

caliber breech leader, with a twenty one inoh barrel, rifled
with five grooves, thirty nine inches long, ond
pounds.

welg~)ing

seven

It had a blade front sight; the rear sight oonlc! be

used as a

pee~

or open sight, and was graduated to 100, 300, and

500 yards.

!

18 Osoar Osburn Winther, editor, .!!!.!:.l:! ,§,11erman to the
~7a, Journal .2I. Theodore UPSO!!, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 1.94"3,'""'"
, and 15'7, 158.

The pivoted trigger guard could be lowered, swinging

and drop,ing the breeoh-block, and exposing the breech for load-·
lng with a conicnl brass cartridge.

Returning the trigger guard

to 1 ts closed poai tion moved the breech-bilock forward, seating
the cartridge in the

cl~amber.

A cnnventional oercllssion hammer

.as on tLe right side.
The War Department purchased 55,567 Burnside oarbines
at $35.00 apiece, and almost twenty million cartridges during
19
the Oivil War.

The Gallager oarbine was a .54 caliber breeoh loader,

twenty two and one-quarter lnoh barrel, rifled with three
thirty nine

~nd

three-sixteenth inohes overall, and

Bhing seven and one-half' pounds.
and

It 11ad a blado .fl'ont sight,

a three-leaf' rear sight graduated to 500 yards.

\tihen the

trigger guard was unlatohed and depressed, the barrel swung
downwards (as with a shotgun,) elevating and exposing U1e otamber
loading with a linen covered cartr1dge.

The War Department

ased 17,728 Gallager oarbines from the manufao t .llrers,
chardson.and Overman, of Phlladelphia. 20
The .Joslyn was a .54 cl:tl1ber braec}) loading carbine l
twenty two and one .. halt' lnoh barrel, rifled with three
es.

Total length ot' the carbine was thirty eight and one-

19 Gluokman, 374-375.
20

bid., 378.
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quarter inches, and the weight was seven and one-quarter pounds.
Pulling upon an oval ring on the top of the stock unlocJ,;:ed t;he breech, and permitted it to be raised vertioally for

loading vith paper-wrap,led cartridges.
\'Va::; on the riGht side.

A conventional peroussion

Reoords ahow a. purer'ase of 200 carbines

trom a Joslyn subsidiary, W. C. ·Freeman, on June 7, 1861; and a
purc}'ase of 600 from the Joslyn Arms Company, Stonington, Connecticut, betwefm June 11 and July 2'.::!, 1862.

Further records

are incomplete, but it l:Jas been estimated that. thousands of these
oarbines were in use during the Civil War. 21
The Maynard oarbine was a .50 caliber breeoh loader.
It had a twenty inch barrel, rifled with three grooves.

The

overall length of the carbine was thirty six and seven-eighths
1nCY1es, and

tf~e

weight was six pounds.

The front sight was a

blade si.ght, and the rear was an open leaf sight graduated to
800 yards.

MOVing the trigger guar4 dowm'llard and forward tips

the breeoh upward for loading.
m1 tted nand extraotion.

A broae rimmed oo.rtridae per-

These arms werA manu.factured by tlie

Massaohusetts Arms Company, Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts.
Government pUI'ohased. 20,202 ot these weapons. 22

-

21 Ibid., 387.

-

22 Ibid., 389.

'l11e
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Tne Merrill was a .54 caliber, breech loading carbine

1J1 th a twenty t.wo inch barrel, rifled with three wide grooves.
The to.tal length of the carbine was thlrty seven and threeeighths

a

ino~1es,

and it weighed six and one-half pounds.

It had

high steel blade front sight., and an open leaf rear sight,

graduated to 500 yards.
mechanism.

This arm had a oomplicated loading

'ro load the pieoe the percussion hammer was cooked;

then back pressure was applied to two aic:1e releases, which unlatched a lever, permitting it to be raised, t.hus withdrawing
the sliding breech bolt 3,J.'ld opening the breeoh for loading wi t.h
a n1 trat.a treated

pa~)er

cartridge.

The War Department was said

to have pP.rohased 14,695 Marril oarbines between January 1, 1861
23
and June 30, 1866.
A

well known nam.e among Amerioan gunmakers of t1:is

period waS that of Christian Sharps.

His firearms had been popu-

lar before t.he Civil War, espeoially in tha Western states.
Sharps furnished the Union army with both a t'ifle,24 and a oarbine.

·rhe Sharps oarbine was a .52 caliber breeoh loadwr", with a

twent~T

one and one-halt' inch barrel, rifled wi th six rsrooves,

measuring thirty sev':n and one-ha.lf inohes in length, and weighing eight pounds.

24~.

The front sight. was a brass blade, the rear

above 26.
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an elevated leaf sight without graduations.
Both the Shar')s rifle and carbine used the Lawrence

pellet primer.

'I'his primer system waS named after :t ts inventor,

R. S .. Lawrence, master armorer at the Sharps factory.

A brass

tube of pellets of powder was inserted into the f'rame under the
look plate.

Each time the ham;rner was cooked, one of' the pellets

..as forced b:v- the f'eed s::ring out of the magazine in posl tion at
the nipple ready for exploding by the des ending blow of' the

hIJmller, and .firing tLe charge. 25

Du.ring the war a workman, em-

ployed at the St. IJouls Arsena.l, devised a plan t.o incorporate

a coffee mill on the butt stock of a gun.
was salec ted.

Imall

grl~ding

The Sarpa carbine

ffhe butt was hollowed out for a few inches nnd a
mill was inserted.

Coffee beans, one at a time,

were fed into an opening in the right Side, the mill turned by
a detachable orank, and ground coffee oame out a slot on the
lett side.

These intereating novelties were to be issued at

the rat.e of ond per oompany (two hundred men,) but not many seem
to have been distributed. 26

During the Civil War 80,512 Sharps

Carbines were purchased at $30.00 apleoe. 27

25 Bannerman, 16.
26

~.,

16.

27 Gluokman 39f).
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The Smith oarbine had an aotion similar to the previous
_ntionod Gallager,
had a

'llhe Smi th was .50 oaliber, breeoh loading,

twenty one and fi ve-eippths inoh barrel, measured tr,irty

nine inches overall, and weighed seven and one-half pounds.

It

had a blade front sight; and an open leaf sight wi ttl no gradua-

t1o ns •

The government purohased 30,062 of these oarbones; and
13,861,500 speoial oartridges. 28
The Starr oarbine was also a breeoh loading, single
,bOt carbine..
~nty

It fired a .54 oaliber oartridge; the barrel was

one inches long, the overall length of the carbine was

thirty seven and five-eighths inches.
and six ounoes.

It weighed seven pounds

During the Civil War 21,523 Starr oarbines

WEn~e

purOh9.sed. 29
'rhe most effioient oarbine issued to the cavalry was
the Spenoer repeating oarbine.

This was a .54 oaliber, magazine

loading, seven shot, lever aotion, repeater.

It had a twenty

two inch barrel, measured thirty nine inohes in length, and
weithed eight pounds and .four ounces.

The government purohased

77,181 Spenoer oarbines, and 60,000,000 cartridges during the
01vil War. 30

The outstanding feature of the Spencer was the ease

28 Gluckman, 399.

-

29 Ibid., 400
30 Ibid •• 438.
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,nd rapidity with which it oould be loaded.

loading pro-

ce edure VIaS as follows; the plunger was removed f'rom the butt,
,e1'en oartridges were inserted into the magazine and trie plunger
replaoed.
aagaine.

A spring in the plunger moved tile shells tr,rougb the

rlhen the trigger guard was pulled down, the fired shell

"as ejeoted.. and the return s1l'"oke of the trigger guard seated

another shell in the firing

ohambr~r.

The hammer was thumbed

back, and the pieoe was ready for firing.
took lesa time than the telling.

The entire operation

To make re-loading even more

rapid, a quick loading oartridge box was devised.

This was an

oblong box, made of light wood .. oovered with leather, with ten
hOles drilled lengthwise through the b1ook.

Into these "holes

were inserted tin tubes .. eaoh holding seven oartridges.

The

loldier, by removing the plunger from the b"ltt, and inserting
the mouth of a tube into the opening, oou1d, in one quiok operation, ~llly loud the oarbine. 31 The Spenoer waS a good weapon
and both sides know it.

The Union troopers had every confidenoe

in their Spencers; they "even acquired a sort of habit of looking

upon every approaohing fight as a sure thing.

And there was a

oorresponding disheartenment on the part of the rebel cavalry. ,,32

31 Bannerman, 223.
32 William F. Soott, Storz of
New York, 1893.. 283.

~

Cavalry Regiment,

~~------------~
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The Confederate soldiers gave the Spencer indirect approval when
they complained. "It's no use ror
kind of a gun. ,,33

U8

to right you 'uns with that

'rb.e Spenoer repeater was an obvious improve-

ment over the earlier single shot carb1nes.

One trooper w!"ote

In his diary, "Burnside carbines issued to the regiment today
June 21, 1863.

This is a poor arm, but much superior to the

Merrill, which we now discard. n34
plain about his Spencer.
to have such a weapon.

No trooper was heard to com-

The Conrederates would have been happy
General R. P. AleXander, C.S.A. writing

in his memoirs, said, "In 1864 we captured some Spencer breech

loaders, but we could never use them for the lack of proper
cartridges. "35
REVOLVERS
Revolvers were much used in the Civil War.

Every offi-

cer carried one as did tr1e non-commissioned officers in the
artillery, and they were standard issue for all cavalrymen.
At the beginning of the war a Shortage of domestio
weapons necessitated the importation of foreign pistols.

Such

33 Cyril B. Upham "Arms and Equipment for Iowa Troops
in Civil War, tt !.2!!.!. Journal .2! HistorI, ~ Poli tics, XVI, 21.
34 Regimental Committee, History of the Eighteenth
Pennsylvania OavalrI" New York, 190§, 38. -----

35 E. P. Alexander, MilitarI,
New York 1907, 54.
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as Adams, Lefaucbeaux, Le Mat, Perrin, and Raphael were

USed until produotion of American revolvers could meet the
demandS of the army and the navy. 36

A variety of American made revolvers saw servioe.

Some

ot the most popular were the Allen and Wheelock, Beals, Co} t,
10&110, Remington, Starr, and Whitney.
These revolvers are known as "cap and ball," from the

tact that they were originally loaded with loose powder and an
elongat.ed ball, and fired by means of percussion caps,.

This

wa' a slow and cltunsy method, not suited for combat oondltions. 37
Amore oonvenient combustible cartridge was developed.

This

oartridge consisted of a charge of powder wrapped in paper which
was glued around the base or a oonical bullet.

This paper wrap-

ping was treated with a nitrate compound, and so was consumed in
the explosion with practioally no residue.

Some manufaoturers

paoked these cartridges in small wooden boxes, usually six shells
to a case. 38
'rhe Allen and Wheelock was a .44 caliber, six shot,

36 Aro~di Gluckman, United States Martial Pistols
Buffalo, New York, i§3§, 159.

~

37 Appendix III
38 Philip Jay Medicus, Ammunition Reference Digest,
1953, 78.
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single action revolver, with a seven and one-half inch barrel,
measuring thirteen and one-quarter inches overall.
tWO pounds, and fourteen ounces.

It had

0.

It weighed

low blade front sight;

the rear sight was a V-shaped notch out in +he lip of the hammer.
The entire revolver WaS blue.

The grips were or varnished walnut.

About five hundred or these revolvers were purchased by

t~le

War

Department. 39
'rhe Beals was a .36 caliber, six shot, Single action
revolver,. with a seven and one-halt inc}: barrel, measuring
thirteen and three-eighths inches in length.
pounds and ten ounces.

It weighed two

A low bla.de, brass front sight was dove-

tailed into the barrel; the rear sight was in the frame.
entire revolver was blue.

The

'rhe grips were made of varnished

Walnut.
The Beals was manu.faotured by
York.

Remingi~on

at Ilion .. New

It was the basis ot later Remington revolvers.

During

the wa.r, 12,251 o.f these weapons were pUrOfl9.Sed. 40
The Joslyn was a .44 oaliber, rive shot, single action
revolver, with an eight inch octagonal barrel, measuring fourteen
and three-eighths inches overall.

39 Gluckman, 163.

-

40 Ibid •• 167.

It weighed three pounds.

A

~-----------,
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lOW, steel, knife-blade, front sight was dovetailed in t.o the
barrel; the rear sight was on the frame.

The walnut stocks were

ooarsely cross checked between the upper and lower grip screws.
The conventional type of loading lever opf'lrated t.he
rammer.

All metal parts were blued.

The revolver fired a self-

oonsuming combustible cartridge, or it could be loaded with
loose powder and be.ll.

An order of 1,100 Joslyn revolvers waS

purchased for use by the army and navy.

Of these 875 were for

the army. 41

The Uemington was a .44 caliber, six shot, single
action revolver, wi tl-: an eight lnch octagonal barrl3l, l:1easuring
thirteen and three-quarters inohes in length.
pounds and fourteen ounces.

It weighed two

The front sight was a German silver

cone fixed to the barrel; the rear sipht was on the frame.
grips were of oil finished walnut.

The finish was blued.

The
1'he

revolver fired the combustible cartridge, or could be loaded
with loose powder and ball.
The Hemington was a rugged and dependable military arm,
and next to tlle Colt, was the best known 01' the Civil War He.nd-

guns.

The government purohase 125,314 of Lhese revolvers from
1881 to 1865. 42

41

!£.!£.,

-

189.

42 Ibid., 196.

40

The Starr revolver was unusual in t·hat it was a double
action weapon; that is, it could be operated by IDf.H'ely pulling
the trIgger.

This would cock the hammer .. and let

In one operation.

t.he

hammer fall

Single action revolvers must have the hammer

thumbed back into fu1l-oock position before the trigger will pull.
present. day revolvers are usually double action.
The double aotion Starr was a .44 caliber, six shot
revolver with a six in.Cl"l round barrel, measur'ing eleven and fiveeighths inches in length.
ounoes.

It weighed two pounds and fifteen

A steel blade front sight was dovetailed into the barl'el;

the rear sight was a V-shaped notch cut into the hammer lip.
loading lever operated the rronmer.

The finish was blued.

A

Bither

combustible cartridGes or loose powder and ball could be used. 43
Starr also made a single action army revolvel".

This

weapon ha.d an eight inCh barrel, measured thirteen and t.hreequarters inches, and weighed three pounds and one ounce.
For more than one hundred years, slnce 1839, to be
preclse, United states soldiers have been equipped with Colt
pistols.
a~

In all branches of the service today the standard side-

issue is a. Colt automatic pistol.
In 1836, Samuel Colt, a young man of Hartford, Conn-

ectiCllt, obtained a patent for a repeating handgun.

Oolt's gun

t1red suocessive cDarges from a single barrel, by means of

-

43 Ibid. * 2Dl.

41
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revolutions of a cylinder containlng the loads.
Others had tried the same scl,eme for a repeating plstol,
but had not been able to control the firing.

The flintlock syste

ws s used often and caused a slmul taneous discharge of all the

loads.
To Samuel Colt must go the oredit for perfecting the
tirst practioal firearm with a rotating cylinder.

He

also per-

tected other refinements in revolver design the using of percussion oaps on cones at the baok of the loading chambers; the
shielding of the cones by metal walls to prevent ignition of
oharges other than the one intended to be tired; and a method

of locking the cylinder at the instant of firing.

Colt's patents

covered so many prinCiples of revolver oonstruction tl:at it was
impossible, up to the time of the ex:,iration of Colt's patents

In 1856, to manutacture a revolver without infringing the Colt's
patent.
Colt had his first faotory at Paterson, New Jersey,
and the first Paterson, or Texas Colt, as they are now oalled
by oolleotors, came out in 1839.

These revolvers became very

popular in the Lone Star Republio.
In that year, 1839, representatives ot the 'Jlexas government met with Colt in Hew York to obtain arms for the new republic.

The results ot these discussions were improvements suoh as

the now conventional trigger and trigger guard, special powder

42
#>

and ball flasks,

H.nd

the hinged rammer that was to become a

distinguishing feature of subsequent Colt's and other later
revolvers.
One of the representatives of Texas in tl,A transaotions
montioned above was a Captain Walker, of the Texas Rangers.

The

revolver known as the "Walker Colt" is said to have been named
in hiS:'1onor.
Although it is now obvious that the Colt was much superior to the single shot p1stols of the time, the Colt did not
fInd a quiok market.

Colt had hoped to have his revolver ao-

oepted by the army, but it waS refused.

The reasons given were

leveral; the cost, the weight, the possibility that the arm was
too delioate to su.rvive the rigors of .field servioe, and the
taot that a repeater might tempt the soldier to waste ammunltion. 44
In passing it might be mentioned that military oommanders of those times did not subsoribe to the theory of rapid
fire.

They felt that a single shot weapon would induoe the

Boldier to oonserve his ammunition, and make eaoh shot count.
This is in direot opposl t;1on to modern taotics of saturation
fire.

It Is interesting to note that the weapons being oonsid-

ered for use by the armies of the North Atlantic Treaty

44

~.,

175, 180, passim.
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organization, the Amerioan T-44, and i-he Belgian Fabrique
Nationale, can fire twenty-round clips at the rate of 700 rounds
per minute.

Both are fully automatio, that is they will fire
oontinollsly 80 long as the trigger is held down. 45
It was not until ttl8 Mexican War that any number of

colts were purohased by the army.

Colt's old friend, Captain

Walker, now in the United States army, handled the transaotions.
The su'}oess of Colt guns in this war, and the trek to the Cal1fOI'nis. gold .fields oreated a need tor such a weapon, and Colt
was able to expand.

Oth~r

models appeared; the 1847 Whitney-

ville, the slightly shorter model 1847 Dragoon, the model 1851
Navy Colt, and the Civil War revolver, the 1860 New Model Army.46
The Colt model 1880 was a .44 oaliber, six shot, single
aotion revolver with an eight inch round barrel, measuring fourteen inches in length, and weighing two pounds and eleven ounces.
A low blade white brass front sight was set into the barrel; the
rear sigbt was a V-shaped notoh out into t.he lip of the hammer.
The barrel, oylinder, and trigger were blued, the loading lever,
frame, and hammer oase-hardened in mottled colors.

ReEor~,

The 1860

45 "Something New in 01 Rifles," U. S. News and World
December 25, 1953, 36, 37.
-- -- ---- ---

46 Chazoles T. Havens, History
New York, 1940, 24, 33.

Et.

~

Qill Revolver,
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]1l0del is t.he first of the "stl'oamline ll Colts, the loading lever
angles lla v1n e been

rou~"ldod

off into a more graceful curve.

loadinG lover operated the rammer by a ratchet.

The

This weapon

was lhe principal revolver of the Civil War; 386,417 were pur-

c11ssed by the War Department. 47 'rhe cost of tllose revolvers
averaged $16.00 apiece. 48 This revolver could be fitted with an
extension stock measuring seventeen inches and woighing two
pounds and five ounces.

This stock would convert the pistol into

a tWAnty six inch carbine.

Thase stocks were qnite scarce, however, and were seldom used. 49 The colt .44 was a powerful wea-

pone

It was loaded with trom 34 to 41 grains of blackpowder,

and fired a 207 grain elongated bnllot, or a 143 grain spherical
bullet. 50 This would be equivalent to 33 l:}lonijated bu1let.s per

pound" or 48 round bullets

POl"

pound. 51

'llhe OoJ t .44 was able

to penetrate seven lnchus of hard pine board. 52

47 G1uokman, 183.
48 Haven, 382.

49 Gluckman, 183.
ver,"

50 Daniel K. Stern, "Shooting the Cap and Ball Revol-

!h! American

Rirlema~,

51 Havens, 385.
52 Ibid., 387.

January, 1954, 36.
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SWORDS

It was the fashion for all officers to wear swords.
'rho type of sVlord worn seems to have been am·: 1 ter o.f personal

Exh1bi ts of officor t a swords in museums show great

pref('rence.
.~

variety in

cngth and shape of the blade.

Many of the swords

were presonted to officers as tokens of respect or appreciation
for

sel~vlce,

and consequently are orten richly engraved.

A specialized kind of sword, the saber, adapted for
both thrusting and slashing, was standard issue for tLe cavalryman, and was alao worn by some artillery non-comrnissioned offioer
The writer has a cavalry saber marked nAMES, MFG.
CHICOPE~£, MASS ft

on one side of the blade, and

the obverse side.

~'U.

s.

1864 11 on

rrhe curved blade has a projected length of

thirty four inches; the curve is an arc of large radius, dropping one inch s.t I. point midway between the hilt and the pOint
of the blade.

The entire oU.ter edge is srlarpened for the rull

length of the blade, and tho tip is sharply pointed.
1s ri va inches long, is covered wi th lea1lJer, and
brass wire.
piece.

The handle

Wra~"l~led

with

The hand guard is of thr136 brass wobs cast in one

The saber weighs fcmr pounds.

finish, and 1s

mark~"d "DE('TGE & MUSICK,

'l1fle scab1,ard has a nickel

PI,Nl'ER. rt

'rhe saber often had a saber k.not at.tached to it.

The

sa.ber knot was leather strap, looped around t:he tisndle, which
the soldlur could fix a.round

!

li8

wrist so t.tiat ho would not lose

46

the weapon in the event it were knooked from his grasp in the
oourse of a fight.

CHAPTER III
CAVALRY EQUIPMENT
Beoause his speoialized duties so often oarried him
away fl"om camp the oavalryman had to carry most o:f 11is equipment on his own person or upon his horse.

This presented a

special problem.
To begin with, the northern soldier was not the llorseman that his southern cousin was.

The poor roads o:f the south

made travel by carriage d1:fficult; hence the menfolk, and many
of the ladies as well, of the southern regions were quite accustomed to getting about by horsAback.

'PhiR stood the Confad-

eroy in good stead, as they were able to mount a very effeotive
oavalry foroe early in the war.

The daring troopers of Forrest,

Stuart, and Morgan commanded the greatest respect among the
Federal lines.
It was not unt.il the spring of 1863, after the successful battles at Kelly's Ford and Brandy Station, Virginia,
that the Union cavalry had acquired sufficient proficiency to
engage the Oonfederates on equal terms.

Prior to that time moat

of the northern effort had gone into changing office clerks and
plow boys into the fearless riders that cavalrymen :nuat be.
47
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Like most of the soldiers in otller branches of the

f1!!4Y' tfte cavalry soldler wa.s a volunteer.

The outbreak of the

.at' found the Un1 ted States with only five mounted regiments.

!bess were the First and Second Regiments of Dragoons, one regi-

.en t

of Monnted Rifles, and the First and Second Regiments of

Qavalry.

Barly in 1861, the Third Cavalry was added, and short-

11 atter, 9.11 six regiment.s were designated as cavalry and num-

bered from one to six. 1
Six regiments were obviously not an adequate mounted
arm, so volunteer regiments from the states were enlisted.

By

the end ot 1861 the states had provided 221 regiments of volunteer cavalry.

New York and Pennsylvania provided the most men,

twenty three and twenty two reBiments

respec:ivel~!.

The border

.tates wera also represented; Kentucky with seventeen regiments,
three regiments and a batt91ion.

The Missouri

Cavalry numbered fourteen regiments, and a battalion.

The Missouri State Militia Cavalry numbered tourteen

raglments, and ihere was one battalion from Delaware.

There

some from the seoeded states also; t}lirteen regiments from
~nnessee,

tw€lve from Mississippi, two from Arkansas.

and Texas sent one eaoh.

Alabama

There were also a feVi independent

1 Albert G. Brackett,
New York, 1885, 327.

Histo~

2!

~

United States
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partisan groups s'.lch as the Loudon County (Vir.ginla) Rangers. 2
In addition to all the in1'antry volunteer had to
learn- obedience to commands, drills, how to handle weapons,
hOW to l1ve in the opon, - the cavalry recruit Ylad to learn t.o
ride and care

1'01'

hOl~se.

h.ie

So many of the Federal soldie:t·s bad come from c1 ties
and towns, where their only experiences had been with buggy and

oarriago teams.

Even most of the .farm boys had driven only plow

alarmingly large number of the new troopers had

horses.

An

never

much as sat upon a saddle horae.

30

It was evident that

much time and training would be necessary to chHnge such an
awkward group into an e.fficient .fighting .force.
'rel1in".:s of the di.f.flcuJ.ties encOlmtered in t.lle tra.:tn-

ins camps, Captain Glazier, of the Second New York" wrote, "We
find. the trouble is not so mllch with the horses, but frequently
the men, many of' whom }'Jtwe never bridled a horse, or touohed a

saddle. ,,3
Ca.ptain Vanderbilt, Tenth New York, desoribes his first
experienoe in esoort duty, December 10, 1862,

••• in

the,..it1~lle

on tIle list;.
and pins,- in ~aot
on the list whioh we did not get.

we drew

w~terln~ vr1dles,
there Wl!S nothing

lariat

ever:vthin~

rop~s,

3 Willard GlaZier, Three rears in the Federal Gavalrz,

2 Ibid., 328.
New York, 1873, 35.

-- ---
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Many men had extra blankets, ••• sabers and belts,
carbines and sllngs, pockets f'ull of cartridges, •••
ponchos, button tents, overooats, frying pans, oups,
ooffee pots, etc •••• my oompany had hardly time to
get into shape when the "general" sounded, "boots
and saddles" blown.
Such a rattling, jingling, cursing, I never
heard berore. Green horses, some of' them had ne,ver
been ridden, turned 'round and fround, backing
agains t eaCrl 0 ther • Some of the boys had never
ridden anything since they galloped on n hobby horse,
and they clasped their legs close together, thus
unconsciously sticking their spurs lnto the horse's
side.
Well, this is the orowd ! commanded to
mount on the morning I was ordered by General
Smlth to follow him •••• Talk about the Flying
Dutohmanl Blankets slipped from under saddles, and
hung from one corner; saddles slippod back until
there were on the rumps of the horses; others
turned and were on the underside of' the animals;
horses running and kioking; tin-pans and mess
kettles ••• .flying through the air; all I could do
was give a hasty glance to the rear and sing out at
the top of' my voioe C-L-O-S-E U-PI But trey
oouldn't olose. Poor boys14
Suoh a oomic-opera troop seemed typioal or Union cavalry as late as December, 1862, despite a regulation to the erfeet that f'no person shall be mustered into the Cavalry service
who does not exhibit good horsemanship and practical knowledge
of the ordinary care and treatment of' horses.,,5

But as months

went by these hapless recruits became fairly erficlent, at home
in the BaddIel able to handle pistol and saber, and ride boot-

------

4 rrheodore F. Rodenbaugh, IICavalry of the Civil War, n
PhotoBr,8.,p.hic History, 9l. ~ Q!v.il!!!!:, New York, 1911, IV, 28.
___
••
r.........
5 ________
General ....
Orders,
Number
105, Aup;ust 14, 1862.
~.
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to-boot in battle charges.
Although they might have been wanting in military
borsemansrllp, t.he northern troopers were well supplied with
bOrs e equipments.
As was stated above, the cavalryman, because of.' his

roving dlltics 1 t;t1d to oarry all his gear on JIs vorse.
called for a sa<.1dl!? which would be U.ght

~n

'rhis

weight, ellsy on the

horse fl..nd rider, and fitted f.'or packing and carrying the many
items of equipment the soldier would. need.

The renowned McClel-

lan saddle, designed by General McClellan, answered those requirements.

Colonel Jean Roemer, of

tl' e

Nether1ands cavalry, in bis

book describing the cavalry forces of the Un1 ted Stnt:')s and L,'uropean

c01~ntries

gives

tr~e

details of t.he construct ion of this

aaddJe:
• ~',. the oelebrated McClellan saddle, now generally
introduced into the United States service, is spoken
of in the hic;hest terms by all who have used it.
The pommel, ••• and cantle are made of two pieces
framed and glued toeether, and a~e made of beeoh
wood. Both are glued to t.he side bars wh1ch are of
poplar, to whioh tbey are addi tionally St~cured by
two rivets and four nails. the tree is covered with
rawhide, put on wet, and sewed with thongs of the
same, and held in p1aoe by stiches through the wood,
\'ibers th r pommel llnd cantle are joined t.o the side
bars where they cannot chafe the horse or rider ••••
This ae.ddle t!$S al::1rts or !'laps of trick llarnPRs
leat.!::Jer, fastened by screws to the side bars. The
stirrups o.re 11ade of a bent piece of !'ickor:' or
oak, whose ends are separat.ed by a transom. and
fnstonod wi tIl 1"0 rivet •• Thoee stirrnps have} oods
of stout leather riveted to the wood, leaving six
inches for the foot. In grent cold or heat they are
superior to any other. Two p:irth straps pass over the
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pommel and cantle arcs, to which they are fastened
by rour copper rivets, and to the side bars by rour
brass screws; their ends being sewed into D @.eeJ
rings, the straight Side or which receives the girth
billets.... 'rhis saddle has no pistol holsters as t.he
soldier carries his revolver on hie person •••• It has
two leather saddle bags sewed to a seat with a hole
in the center to .fit the saddle bag behind the cantle.6
The serviceability of this saddle is attested to by
the fact that the McClellan design, with only a rew minor changes
was used by the United states Cavalry rrom 1860 until cavalry
was discontinued in 1945.

It was popular with the troopers also;

The saddle used in the cavalry now 1863 is known as
the McClellan saddle,... The soldiers like it, as it
is easy to ride on, and does not give the horse a sore
back unless carelessly used. Men who ride saddles are
generally the best judges of them, although heads of
departments sometimes think differently.7
Writing in 1868 on cavalry operations, an Fnglish
writer, George Denison, wrote to several ex-Confederate cavalry
officers for their opinions on equipment.
as

IIA

One, identified only

Confederate General Orticor," had this to say;

••• of the saddles used by the Confederate oavalry
with the army in Virginia, the MCClellan saddle was
oonsidered by far the best. This saddle was obtained
by the Confederates by oapture .from the enemy ••••
The J:t:nglish Hus13ar saddle was imported into t.he Conf",deracy by some offioers from mere fancy, although
never by any cavalry offioers. The objection to this
saddle was its great weight and it was found to injure

6

7 Brackett, 161.
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the horses baok muoh more than the MoClellan, the
superiority of the latter being generally oondeded.8
General TY!omas L.Rosser, C.S.A., a noted cavalry
officer in the Army of Northern Virginia, replied;
The MoClellan saddle is by far the best I ever
for oavalry. It is st:rong, light, and
comfortable for man and horse.9
SI::l.W

A nephew of Robert E. Lee, General Fitzhugh Lee, C.S.A.
alsO had a fovorable oomment;
For a saddle I prefer above all others
what is known in this oountry as the 'MoClellan'
pattern, ••• It is light.er, more durable, stands
exposure better, and is more oomfortable to horse
and rider.10
Another member of' t.hat famous family, General Stephen

D. Lee, C.S.A., said;
The Oonfederate States trooper oonsidered
h1mself fortunate inrgetting a MoCle1lan tree.

11

The writer has in his possession two MoClel1an saddles,
one of the 1942 pattern, known as the M-l Modified; the other

ot a lighter oonstruotion, without side skirts, known as the
1904 model.' Both have a tree identioal with the model of 1860;

8 George T. Denison, Modern Oaval£I, London, 1888, 369.

-

9 Ib1d., 357.

11 Ibid.,
-

10 Ibid., 364.
366.
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.,

the 1942 model with the side panels resembles very much the
01vtl War saddle.

The writer has used these saddles ror a num-

ber of years and has ridden a great many miles on them, and
ooncurs with those who say that the McClellan was one or the
best saddles ever built.
Army

regulations provided for a blue relt saddle pad

with orange edging to be used under the saddle,l2 but from extant
photographs one would get the 1mpression that; such pads were
seldom used.

Occasionally one finds pictures showing an ofricer ,

mount with a fitted pad;13 the troopers seemed to favor a folded
blanket. 14 General officers used a saddle cloth of velvet,
edged with two rows of gold cloth, and carrying the insignia of
their rank.

This cloth covered the entire saddle, as well as the

torehands and hindquarters of the horse.

It was probably in-

tended to protect the of.fioer's uniform .from the animal's perspiration. 15
The rAst of the horse's harness oonsisted of a ha.lter
and bridle.

These were made of black leather, as were the saddle

12 General 9,rders,

~umbe~ ~1~

1861, artiole 137.

13 David Donald, Divided We Fought, New York, 1952, 152.
14

~.,

363.

15 F. Ir. Miller, Photographic Histor.z .2!
New York, 1911, IV, 289, and 300.

16 !£!g., IV, 53.

~
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aJld other taok.

A brass diso, wi th the letters "USA" stamped

1nto it, oovered the joint between the browband and the orownpiece ot: the bridle.

'1'he hal tel' was usually lett on the horse,

and the bridle put on over it.

This enabled the soldier to

tether his horse quiokly: the bridle oould be slipped ott, and
the animal tied to a tree or pioket line by the lead strap
.,.hioh was buokled to the halter, wi th the other and looped baok
to the saddle. 17
A single rein set and
~e

9.

ourb bit was usually used.

bit was made of steel and had. six inoh oheeks wb.loh were

graoef'ul1y ourved, and joined with a orossbar at the bottom.

A

ztound brass esoutoheon, engt'aved with the letters ItU. S.," was
ztlveted to eaoh side of' the moughPieoe. 18 Reoently, the writer
.,.as able to obtain suoh a bit from Bannerman's of }lew York,
dealers in old military goods.

This bit was tried on an easy-

mouthed horse, and t:ound to be rather harsh.

It is understand-

able how green riders using suoh bits on t:ractlous horses might
have the troubles mentioned above.
Blankets, ponohos, tents, and other belongings were
rolled up together and strapped to the pomttlel and oantle.

A

canteen, a picket pin, and sometimes a .frying pan were tied on

17 Donald, 363.
18 General Orders, Number

~,

artiole 150.

..

the saddle.
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Rations were oarried in tho saddle bags; apare

hOrseshoes and niails were carried there also.
The trooper usually wore a belt V-lith a sling f'or the
saber attached to 1 t.

The

belt had a sma.ll hook to whioh the

,abel' could be hitched

Hpj

to keep it from dragging on the ground.

Also on the belt were a oartridge box, and a left-hand holster
which was .vorn on the right hlp, so that t.he revolver was pulled

out with a cross-hand draw.

Around the lef't shoulder, and

diagonally across the chost, the trooper wore a broad belt with
a roller-snap at; the bottom.

V4hlle t.he soldier was aroot, the

oarbine ring was attachflrt to this rol1flr-anap, and the weapon
dangled f'rom the right hip.19

When the soldier was mounted, the

barrel of' the carbine was thrust into a carbine boot., which was
buoltled to the off (right) D ring of' the saddle. 20
Since the oarbine weighed about seven pounds, t.he

revolver about two and three-quarter pounds, the saber and its
sOabbard f'1 va pounds,
upon the trooper.

even heavier.

B.

weight 01' nearly f'lfteen pouIlcls was hung

Piston 9.nd carbina cartridges made the burden

The sber hanging f'rom his lef't Side, and the

carbine from [ds right, impeded tho t.rooper's movements while

19 A12p(mdi~ V, Plate 'TWo.

20 General Orders, Number.§!.35, article 169.
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dJ,SInounted so he le.ft his weapons on the saddle whenever
21
possible.
In the earlier days o.f the war, the oavalryman would
trY to load every last item o.f equipment upon his horse, which

Jl1eant that the horse hact to oarry about seventy pounds o.f gear,

In addition to the weight of the rider.

Both horse and man su.f-

fared from such a burden; it was not long be.fore the load began
to diminish as experience taught the soldier what items were
essential and what wern not.
It became a .fine art hOYT to lessen the burden of the horse; and the best soldiers were those
whose horsAS were paoked so lightly that the carbine
was the biggest part of the load. I.f it was a wonder
in the first campaign how a cavalryman could get onto
or move his horse when equipped for the .fIeld, the
wonder afterward Came to be, how a man could live
with so meagre an equipment. 22
Overloaded and overworked horses soon become rundown,
which made .for a serious problem in the cavalry service.

Indeed,

the supply and eondi tion o.f J:torses was a serious problem .for all
the brancLas of' the servioe, .for it might be safely estimated

that there were as many horses in the army as theT'e were men.

Horses were naturally more expendable thWl men, and losses among
the animals were vf;ry high.

During tll6 i"irst two years of the

21 William F. Scott, Sto£I
1893. 26.

-

22 Ibid., 29.

2!

~

Cavalry Regiment, New
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.,sr, 284 ,.. 000 horses we::r'e .furnished t:o the cava.lry when the max1mum number of cavalrymen in the field did not eltoeed 60,000 men~3
Many reasons 'Nere given for the large numbers of horses

that were rendered l.mservioeable;
••• least of all were death in battle, ignorance of'
inspeoting and purchasing officers, poor !'orsemanship by untrained men, oontrol of' tactical operat',ions
of cavalry by officers ignorant of its limits of
endurance, hardships inseparable from the great
raids ot: the war, and last, but not least, the often gross inefficiency and ignorance on the part of
responsible officers as to the care o.f horses in
sickness and in ::ealth- all cooperated toward immense financial loss and temporary military inefficiency. 24
In 1853 the CaValry Bureau was established, with
General George Stoneman as ita first chir'\t'.

Thts bureau !'eaobed

its greatest. ef.flo1enoy under General James H. Viilson,
office:" w;;o rose to ereat heights on Grant's statt. 25
This bureau waS oharged with the responsibility of
o.rganizlng and equiping the cavaJ_ry forces, and wi t'1 providing

mounts and rernolmts.
l1shed.

Six principal cavalry depots

Wf'ro

estab-

These VTare located at; 01esboro, District of Columbia,

Saint Louis, Missouri, Greenville, LOUisiana, Nashville,

23 Charles D. Rhodes, "The Mounting and Remounting of
the Federal Cavalry· PhotographiC History £! ~ Civil ~~

IV, 321.

24 Ibid., 322.
25 Ibid., 326.
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Tennessee, ~Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, and Wilmington, Delaware. 26
LOts of newly purohased horses were delivered here; the average
price paid for a oavalry horse was dl!wlSO.OO, 27

whloh seems a

rather high price considering the price scales of the time, and
the prices asked for other war materials.
example, were purohased for $25.00 apiece.

Contact rigles, for
28

No records of the breeds or sizes of the horsps are
available, but from ppotographs one could estimate that the
majority were saddle-bred and no more than fifteen hands in
beight.

At the beginning of the war some effort was made to

form troops and oompanies mounted on the same color horses, but
as remounts beowne scarcer, any color horse; be it bay, chestnut, white, or grey, thet was healthy was put into service. 29
Horses that broke down in the field were returned to
one of the depots mentioned above.

There they were given extra

feed and sufficient rest until they were considered ready to
be returned to service.

About fifty percent of the animals were

returned to the rield, about twenty five percent

recupf~ra ted

lufficiently to be sold as condemned animals, and the remainder
died or were destroyed.

27

~.,

336.

G8 Appendix!l!.
29 Rhodes, 323.
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died or were dostroyed.
Some estimate of the vast number of l:orses in service
ntaY be made from these statistics.

In the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1864, the Federal government purchase 188,718 horses"
in addition to 20,308 captured from the Confederates.

During

the first eight months of 1864, the cavalry of the Army of the
potomac alone was supplied wi th

t\'lO

complete remounts, or nearly

40,000 horses. 30.

'rhe fo] lowing experienoe of the Seventh Pennsylvania
Cavalry will afford some idea. of t.he rigors endured by both the
cavalryman and his horse.

In April, 1864, the rf'lgiment started

on a march from Nashville, Tennessee to Blake's Mills, Georgia.

It ha.d nineteen hundred and ninetec:D horses fresh from the Nashville remount depot, and mnong the troopers were three hU"ldred
recrui ts, some of ")nom had never been cn a horse before.
In a little over four months, the regiment marcbed 902
miles, not including fatiguing picket duty and troop scouting.
During this period, the horses were without

re~llar

supplies of

forage for twenty six days, on soanty forage for tWf'lnty seven
days, and for seven conseoutive days without food of' any kind.
~n

one period of seventy two liours, the horses remained saddled

It'or Sixty hours.

During the expedition, 230 horses were abandoned

or died, 175 were killed or captured, making a total loss of 405,

-

30 Ibid., 336.
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or nearly

i'it.' ty

p2

rcent of t L10se starting on t he march. 31

As night be ex.11ected, t he
qUi te fond of his horse.
wrot e

bO,"J

cav,-~lryman

of ten became

Capt a! n Glazier, Second NevI York.

happy he was lito be the recipient of a beautiful black

mare, only fi ve years old t full

ar

life and fiery

!IE

tal, four-

teen bands high, and weighing' not :Ie 5S than ten hundred pannds.
She was a gem fer the cavalry service, or anything else. and a
friendship was destined to grow up between us •••• 1t 32 Later
diazler was issued a remount, but he lame nted the little mare,
I

\

" ••• my little black mare •.•. has at last succumbed, and, with

a grief skin to that which is felt at t Cie loss of a dear human
friend, I ha've performed th e last honor to t he dead.

The

Indian may love his faithful dog, but his attachments cannot
surpa sst he cavalryman' s for bi s llOr se • It

31 Ibid., 340 •

32 Gluzier, 30 .
33 Ibid., 131.

CHAPTER IV

FOOD AND RATIoNS
Few will contest the adage "An army travels on its
stomach.• n

Arms and armnuni tion may be furnished slowly and re-

crui ts might be required to wear their aj.vllian clothing until
uniforms are found for

th~,

but soldiers must be fed well and

often if they are to stay healthy B.nd happy_

Nothing is more

destructive of m01"als than poor or insuf:ficient tood.

The

mustering of the Union army was attended with the tremendous
problem of properly feeding thn now soldiers.

As was the case

with uniforms and weapons, many unscrupulous contra~tors made
huge profits by defrauding the government in food contraots.
"For sugar it
r 1T
" e. t I l

,...

the government

often got sand; for coffee,

As per offiCial orders, the daily ration for each
soldier was;
twelve ounces of pork or bacon, or one pound ard four
ounoes o~ salt or fresh beef; one pound and six ounces
of soft bread or flour, or one pound of hard bread,
or one pound and four ounces ot corn meal; and to every
one hundred ration~ fifteen pounds of beans or peas,
and ten pounds of rice or ~ominy ten pounds of

1 Shannon, I, 55.
63
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green~coffee, or, eight pounds of roasted (or roasted

and grOlmd) ooffee, or one pound and eight ounces of
tea; fifteen pOtUlds of sugar; four quarts ot vinegar;
••• three pounds and twelve otmoes of salt: four
OlIDoes of pepper; thirty pounds potaotes, when
pract1cable, and one quart of molasses. 2

This ration was larger than that issued to the Confederate soldier.

The southerners had tried to follow the old

ration allowanoe, but had to out it repeatedly.

The ration

quoted above was about one-fifth more than that issued by the
British army, almost twioe that of the Frenoh, and muoh more
3

than that ot the Prussians, Austrians, and Russians •.
A Massaohusetts veteran wrote, "I have been asked a
great many times whether I always get enougrl to eat in the army ..
and have surprised inquirers by answering in the affirmative.
Now, some old soldier who sees my reply may say, 'Well, you were
lucky.

I didn't.'

But I should at once ask him to tell me tor

how long a time his regiment was ever with out food of some kind.
And I should be very muoh surprised if he would say more trIon
twenty-four or thirty hours, at the outside.

I would grant that

he himself might, perhaps, •• be deprived of food a longer time
when ••• separated temporarily from his company; but his case
would be the exception and not the rule ••••

But on the point

of scarcity of rations I believe my statement will be generally

-

2

~

Regulationf!"

3 Wiley, 224.

1863, article 43, paragraph 1190.
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,greed to by old soldiers.'
The same veteran writes that the quantity of rations
was nearly always sufficient, but that the quality otten lett
muoh to be desired.

But he oonceded that the blame for this

Should not rest upon the government, but rather upon the "rascally oontraotors who supplied them, ••• or, perhaps, ••• the in.peotors, who were in league wIth the oontraotors, and who theretore did not always do their duty_OS

This old soldier mentioned

the daily rations listed above, and adds that this was the camp
ration.

The marching ration was smaller, oonsisting of one

pound of hard bread; three-quarters of a pound ot salt pork, or
one and one-quarter pounds of tresh meat; sugar, coffee, and
salt. 6
'.the letters and diaries of other soldiers', however,
do no t all agree wi th

above soldier.

"Some days we live

first rate, and the next we don't have half enough." is the way
one man looked at the food allotment. 7 Another, atter some long
marohes through Kentucky, wrote "The last few days we only get
about 1/2 enough to eat ••• for the last 10 days ••• we have been

4 Billings, 108, 110.

6 Ibid.,

5 Ibid., 110.

7

-Wiley" 225.

112.
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i

11~ing

on Slap jaoks ••• one the 810e ot my two hands every meal

w1th Coffee & a ohunk of meat •••• We realy are about halt
.tarved.uS The situation must have been the same throughout
Kentuoky, as another man wrote home from Perryville in Ootober,
1862, "The boys say that our

t

grub' is enough to make a mule

desert, and hog wish he had never been born ••• Hard bread,
baoon, and cofrea is all we draw. q9
Food shortages were relatively rare but the nutritIonal values ot the food issued waS very poor.

No efforts

leem to have been made to provide a balanced diet.

The quarter-

masters had no interest in dietetics other than to supply fresh

O~ desiooated vegetables to check sourvy.10 The diarrhea, dyaentery, constipation, and malnutr1tion whioh made the soldiers
easy prey to other diseases were due largely to the steady diet

ot fried meat, hardtack and coffee.

Charles Franois Adams, who

had served as a oaptain in a Massaohusetts oavalry regiment,
~ote,

"My intestines were actually corroded with oonoentrated

nourishment.

I needed to live on bread, vegetables, and tea; I

did live on pork, oaftee, spirits, and tainted water."1l

a ~.,

226.

!E.!..9:.,

226.

9

10 Billings, 112.
11 Catton, Glory

~,

123.
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men in the hospitals at

Fa~outh,

Virginia, where Burnside had

bis headquarters during the winter of 1862, received the same

to od that was issued to the healthy men in the crunps; salt pork,
hardtack, and coffee. 12

This was not because the army could not

obtain the right kind of food for siok men- the storehouses at
Aquia Creek were .filled with such foods.

It was because the

officials of the army, from BurnSide, a self-confessed incompetent, on down through the cha1n of command were so inexperienced
and so ineffioient that the good food was not moved fram the
warehouses to the hospitals.1 3 One of the very :first items
that General Joseph Hooker gave his attention, after he assumed
oommand of the Army of the Potomao in January, 1863, was the
improving of the food situation.

Bakeries were erected so that

the men might have soft bread; tangled supply lines were
straightened out and proper food reaohed the soldiers.

The re-

sults of Hooker's reforms are revealed in a soldier's diary;
Feb. 9, 1863. Dried apples and onions was issued today.
Feb. 15, 1863. Fresh bread was issued to the first and
second regiments from the ovens.
April 21, 1863. Supply train went to the landing and
brought pork, bacon, sugar, hard bread and one
day's issue of potatoes.

12 Ibid., 123.
13 !£.!g., 123.
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April 25, 1863. The supply train went to the landing and brought up sugar, cortee, candles,
soap, carrots, ~1d ~urnips.
April 28, 1863. Supply trains went to the landing
and brought hams and pork.
May 1, 1863. 'rhis morning went over tbe river with
eight wagons and issued two days rations ot
pork, sugar, aoffee, and one days of soft
bread. 14
Hooker may hrlve had his shortoomings at Chancellorsville, but he did win the-men's nr:fection by insisting that regimental commanders see to it that company cooks were appointed,
that rresh sott bread be issued tour times a
vegetables be issued twice weekly.

w~ek,

and tresh

These, of course, were camp

rations, but much better than the men had received hitherto. 15
Looking baok upon these improvements a veteran wrote:
From the commisary oame less whiskey for the
offioers and better rations, including vegetables,
ror the men. Hospitals were renovated, new ones
built, drunken surgeons disoharged, sanitary supplies furnIshed, and the sick no longer lert to sur:fer and die without proper care and attention.
Offioers and men who trom incompetence or disability
could be of no :further use to the servioe ?lere allowed to resign or were discharged •••• 16
Before Hooker instituted his ret'orms in the commisary
department it was the oustom for the regimental authorities to
Simply issue the men their rations of pork, b€ans, corree, and

14 Wiley, 226.
15 Catton, 159.

-

16 Ibid., 160.
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'A

on; then make kettles and skillets available, and sugp'est

that t.he men form messes of from six to ten members and then
get busy with their cooking.

cooking.

The men usually took turns at the

Eventually the praotice of appointing a compeny cook

\faS established.

h •••

men were seleoted ••• , who had a taste or

a ambition for the business. tt17

recalls one vet6ran.

Another soldier did not agree as he complained, "The oompany cook
1S a peculiar being: he generally knows less about oooking than
any man in the oompany.

Not being able to learn the drlll, and

too dirty to appear on inspeotion, he is sent to the cook house
to get him out of the ranks. n18
These men, knowing little or nothing of the art of
cooklng, served up some wretohed concoctions.

A common item on

the menu 8eems to be a sort of stew made of hardtack, meat, and
desiccated vegetables, and bearing the unpalatable name of
"lobscouse. n19 Always ready for a joke, the soldiers quite aptly
c&llod the dried vegetables "deseorated" vegetab1es. 20
seames well chosen.

The name

These precessed vegetables were described

as three Inch cubes, weighing about one ounce, and firmly
17 Billings, 126.

184.

18 Bruce Catton,
19 Billings, 132.

-

20 Ibid., 139.

~ Llncoln'~

A£mZ, New York, 1951,
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compressed.

They swelled up when soaked in water and became

pulPY;

In this pulpy state a favorable opportunity was afforded to analyze its compcsltion. It seemed to
show, ••• layers of cabbage leaves and turnip tops,
strati.fied with layers of sliced carrots, turnips,
parsnips, a baT'e suggestion of onions,- they were
too valuable to waste in this compound,- and some
others among known vegetable quantities, ••• which
defied the powers of the analyst to give it a name.
In brief, this coarse vegetabl e compound could
with much more propriety have been put before
Southern swine than Northern soldiers. 21

A common staple of the soldier diet was hardtack.
This bisouit attained as much no+;oriety in the Civil War as did

Spam in World War II.

A specimen of hardtack may be seen at

the museum of the Chicago Historical SOCiety.

It resembles a

laree saltine or soda oracker, about three inches square, and
about one""flalf inch thick.

Hardtaok was just that ... "they were

ao hard they could not be bitten; it req11ired a very strong

blow of the fist to break them.,,22

Some soldiers insisted that

they had to beat the ora.ckers with the ends of their muskets to
make them edible.

An Oh10 soldier wrote to a friend back home,

'With out joking any thing about it I have eat oraokers here
that I could not take in my hands and break without getting a

pry on something."

-

A favorite term for the biscuits was "teeth

21 Ibid., 139.
22

Ib1d.~

114.
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clUllers. If

A camp joke went like this:
Sergeant, Boys, I was eating a piece 01' hardtack this morning and I bit on something soft: what do you think it was1
Private:

A worm'

Sergeant: No, by golly, it was a ten penny na1l. 23
Soveral different ways were used to soften these "flour
t1les" as one called them. 24

The usual way was to crumble them

In coffee, giving the well-known "hardtack and coffee."
mixed hardtack crumbs 1n soup.

Some

Some mixed orumbs in water, and

then fried the mixture 1n pork 1'at.

This dish was cal1ed

gall ee " and was guaranteed to be indigestible.

rl

s k111,..

Others made up a

milk toast of hardtack and condensed milk, but since canned milk
cost seventy five cents a can, this delicacy was only rarely
enjoyed. 2S .
The

referenc~

above was only too

t~te.

to worms in hardtaok in the joke y'lloted
The soldiers were 1nolined, however,

to adopt a philosophioal attitude toward wormy craokers, as one
assured his readers, ftBut hardtaok was not so bad an article of
rOOd, even when traversed by inseots, as may be supposed.

Eaten

in the dark, no one could tell the differenoe between it and

23 Wiley, 237.

24 Billings, 116.
25

~.,

117, 118.
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bBl'dtack that was untenanted.,,26

Using the tune of "John Brown's

J;3odylt they sang:

Worms eat hearty in the commisary stot"es
V/lJile we go starving on. 27
People oan become

!lOCUS torned

to most anything, so it

is not surprising that some .soldiers got to like hs.rdtflok.

One

regimental historian states; "In the Eighth Iowa the first issue
of hardtaok nearly oreated insurrection.

I.ater the men came to

thank their stars they had hard tack to eat."

A

Pennsylvanian

wrote: "I have got to like the army crackers very much.

I eat

them in place of bread altoget.her now although there is plenty
,,28
of the 1 at. t ere

Methods ot canning food were not well known 1n the
1860's.

(Jail Borden had devised a method of keeping condensed

and evaporated milk 1n oans .1ust before the war began.

For some

time l"'ousewives had been putting up preserves in air-tight jars.
One soldier mentions eating some Canned 10bsters,29 but even
though a means of preserving such easlly taint.ed items e.s lobster
had been .found, no mention of oanned meats is made.

'Phe soldier's

meat ration was issued as .fresh meat when possible, but usually

2'7 Wiley,

238.

.!.lli.,

239.

26 Ibid., 115.

28

29 Leander Stillwell, ~ Sto£z £! a Oomm2A Soldier of
Life 1U ..!ll! Clvil !.§..£' Kansas Clty, MissourI, 1~20 225.
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the meat was salted.

flay.

Both nork and beef were preserved in this

'l'he meat was soaked in a brine strong enough to render it

impervious to deoay in any climate for two years.
usually called "sow-belly."

Salt pork was

It was served boiled in the camps;

on the march the soldiers fried it, or ate it I'9.W between pieces
ot hardtack. 3D EVidently, triohinosis had never been heard of,
or perhaus it was thought that no paraSite could survive such a
conoentration of fialt.

Worse, in the opinion of the men, was

the salt beet, or "salt horse, of fragrant memory" as one reo

called it.

This must have been an especially revolting i tam;

"Without doubt, it was the vilest ration distributed to the
801d1ers.

It was thoroughly penetrated with saltpetre, was often

yellow-green wit.h rust from having laid out of the hrine, and
when boiled, was four times out of five if not nine times out of
ten a stenoh in the nostrils, which no delicate palate cared to
encoun t er •••• .. 31 This ration was so salty that it was almost
1mpossible to

fresh~n

it to the point of making it edible.

When

camped by a running brook, the soldiers would tie a ohunk of
.alted meat to a OO.l"d and throw it into the stream in hopes that
soaking overnight in running water would remove the briny taste.32

-

30 Billings, 135.
31

~.,

-

134.

32 Ibid., 135.
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BUt soaking also removed the natural ju10es along with the salt,
and left the meat dry and tasteless.
meat was referred to as "old bull. ff33

Suoh tasteless and tough
Waggish soldiers ins1sted

that the beet ration waS not beet at all but mule.

A Connectiout

soldier claimed, "the oommissary ••• has given the boys so muoh
Dlule meat that the ears ot the whole regiment have grown three
and one-halt inches. n34

Especial]yold meat was given the mili-

tary funeral deemed .fitting for such long army service.

The

offending beef', dressed in scraps of harness to indicate its
branch of' service, was carried in a coffin made of hardtack
boxes, at the head of' a

mou~nful

prooession.

Solemn music ac-

companied che cortege to the camp dump where the "remains" were
laid to rest af'ter a f'ew solemn words were spoken and a volley
tired. 35

In order to supply f'resh meat to marching troops, herds
ot cattle were driven along the l1ne of' maroh.
trom the ranks to serve as drovers Dnd butc:hers.

Men were taken
Since the troops

and wagon trains must use the roads, the herds kept to the fields,
but near enough to the line of march that meat rations could be
distrtbu,ted immediately after the animals were slaugbtered.

33 Stillwell,

1~4.

34 Wiley, 240.

35 Billings, 135.

The
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animals were usually killed with a rit'le, then quiokly out up
and passed among the men. 36

When in a permanent oamp oompany

oookS prepared the meat, although the men pret'erred to do it

themselves, broiling the meat by impaling it on a stiok and holding it over the camp fire.

AS

was the case with t.he salted meat,

there were plenty of complaints about the fresh meat.
marked that the meat was "not partioularly juicy."

One re-

An ofricer

remembered, with a shudder of disgust, "odious beef served
quivering from an animal heated by t.he long day's maroh and kIlled
as soon as the day's march was over."

37

If this man complained

because the meat was served too soon after slaughtering, there
were others who held opposite views, "Yesterday was the first
time we had to carry our meat for t.he mageots always oarried it
till t.hen.

We had to have an extra guard to keep them from pack-

ing it clear off.,,38

against a

tr~e

Another claimed he could "throw a piece up

and it will just st.iok there and quiver and twitoh

tor all the world like one of t.hose blue-bellied lizards at home
will do when you knook him off a fence wi th a stiok. ,,39

-

-

36 IbId., 323.
37 Catton, 187.

38 Wiley, 240.

39 StIllwell,

1~5.
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The infantryman loved his cup of coffee; "When tired
and footsore, he 'Tould drop out of the marching column, build

hiS Ii ttle campfire, cook his mess of coffee, "Lake a nap behind
the nearest shelter, and when he woke, hurry on to overtake his
company.ft

When nieht fell "eaCh man would seize a rail from

the nearest fence" and soon "little oamp-tires, ••• would shoot
up.. ••

Soon they would be surrounded by the soldiers who made

it an almost invariable rule to cook their coffee first....

I~

a march was ordered at midnight, ••• it must be preceded by a pot

ot coffee ••••

-

It was coffee at meals and between meals; •••• ,,40

Oavalrymen and artillerymen riding by the infantry soldiers squat
tlng before ther fires, tending their coffee pots, derisively
called the i'oot soldiers "coffee-boilers. n41 Some of the men
had quite a oapaoity for coffee," loan drink two and three
quarts of cot'fee a day easily and want more, ff wrote one Pennaylva.nlan. 42 They liked it strong too; rfstrong enough to float an
iron wedge" was how one of' Sherman's men wanted his coffee. 43

40 Billings, 130.

41 Catton, 187.
42 Wiley, 241.
~3

-Ibid.,

241.
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A sort of "instant coffee" preparation waS compounded of an extract of' coffee mixed with sugar and milk.

This product was

known as "essence of coffee," and was packed in half-gallon

oans. 44

An

offioer remarked that it looked like axle grease,

and that it nad a "villainous" taste whioh the men did not like,
and so the issue of this ration was discontinued. 45
Besides the desiocated vegetables mentioned above, the
oommissary department experimented with another prooessed food.
Desicoated potatoes had been used by the British in the Crimean
War, and were issued to the Union troops as an antisoorbutio.
The soldiers did not like them at first, but later learned to
bake them into patties.

An Illinois veteran, writting in 1920,

reoalled tiiat the dried potatoes "resembled the modern preparation called 'grape nuts. t46

Dried apples were also issued, "to

swell the ranks of the army," as one man suggested~47

Baked

beans were a taste treat; one soldier claimed the,r were "the
most enjoyable dish that fell to the lot of the common soldier.·tf8
but as this man waS an artil1eryman from Boston, his enthusiasm
is understandable.
44

Q.

~.,

series I, XI, part I, 175.

45 Wiley, 241.

46 Stillwell, 226.
47 B1ll1ngs, 138.

-

48 Ibid., 137.
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Soldiers were able to supplement t}1eir government
issued rations with delicacies they received in packages from
home.

All sorts of things were sent, clothing, boots, writ:tng

pS;H'lr, "pudding, turkey, pickles, onions, pepper, ••• potatoes,
chocolate, condensed milk, sugar, broma, butter, sauce, ••• u49
(

Boxes were often opened and inspected lest t)-ley 'contain contraband 11quor.

"It was a little annoying to hRve every box opened

••• especially if one was not addicted t.o their

spirits use • .,50

Boxes were neatly packed by the loving hands of mothers and sisters, but not so neatly re-packed by the inspect.ors, and thic
irked the men.

Nevertheless packages from home were always wel-

corned, and f,he soldiers wrote home expressinp: their gl'ati tude,
"thank :Mrs. Mason for those pies ••• and thoses fride cakes and
ginger snaps, ••• and aple sauce that was first raie.,,61
Game was rather soarce in the combat aree.s, probably
because the noise of battle and frightened away the animals.
Nonetheless one Yank wrote home about a meal of

"fr~ed

and a read headed wood peckel'" that he had enjoyed. 52
were raided; and apiaries provided honey.

49

~.,

218, 219.

60

~;.,

218.

51 W11e11 232.

-

52 Ibid., 244.

jabird
Orohards

Occasionally the men
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"ould find a bArry patch and would make a pie wi th the berries
t~ut

they did not pat on the spot.
':Phc
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ldiers, after the first few months of the war,

had few scruples about

fore.~ing.

~Pennsylvania

recruit noticed

that the men were convinced that f'i t was their bounden duty· to
fora~e upon all inhabitants of' the enemy's country. n52

were

suppo.s~d

Officers

to prevent foraging, but that \vas a hopeless t.aBk.

One IDBn said, "When we first started the colonel tried to prevent
our foraging, but he qu.ickly found out that was nonsense & before we got back we were as ~xpert at it as any of the old
hands. 1I54 Soldiers made a game of foraging, oalling the domestlc
animals that they caught ftwild game."

From reading the Soldiers'

diaries And letters one would form the opinion ttia t the poultry
and livestock in the Confederate states were muoh more disloyal
than their owners.

Rebel cows were milked; chickens and pigs

that "refused to take the oath" paid with their lives.
man

CPS

An

Irish-

into camp one day wi th a goose and a hen danglinp; from

the barrel of his musket.

When asked by his captain f'or an ex-

planation, he answered, "Sir, this goose came out as I was walking along pnacably and hissed at the American f'lag, so, bejabbers,
I shot him on the spot ••• and I found this hen laying eggs f'or
Ribl1 Army, and I hit her a whaok and stopped that act of'

53 Oatton,
54 Ibid.

Glory~,

29.

29.
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r,

treason, too."

55

By comparison with scient.ifically oompounded rations

1ssuAd to the armed forces dur:tng World War II, the food provided for the Union soldier of 1861 seems woefully inadequa.te.
It should be remembered, however, that this war was the :first
groat war in which the country' had been involved, and the problem of sup)lying food B.nd equipment to so many soldinrs was
on'3 wi th whioli t;--;c govcrr.rnent hud little previous expPJrience.
Li ttle was known in those tImes of sciAntific metl10ds of' food
preparation and preaervatlon, and the balanced diet was many
yeal'S in the future.

In all, it

m1:~ht

be said thR.t the Union

soldier was well fed, espeCially when his ration allowance is
compared wi th 1.hose

iSSllEd

the F.nropean soldier.

lJ'he complaints

made by the soldiers vould have been mostly the grlrmbllng which
seems so essential to so1dier morale.
standards of living

pr~vaillng

Considering the lower

at the time 1t 1s probable that

many soldiers ate better in the army than they has as civilians.
One fact 1s

cert~~in.

Away from 1:'ome and feminine

influence tIle men lost many of their soc1al graces.

One com-

pany, whose table manners we]:te ev1dently someth1ng less than
,.

dainty, offended the sensibilities of a soldier from Pennsylvania, who wrote these lines to I;is wifE'l, "It goes perty greasey

55 Wiley, 236.
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sometimes but wee will have to be Satisfied ••• When wee go to
draw our Bashions it puts mee in mind as iff thare ware about
Thirty hungray horgs In one pen and the Trough onely Big anough
for about three to get in ••• that is the way it goes with us."

56 Wiley, 236.

56

APPENDIX I

General Orders,; Number Six, 1861.
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(5tlltfltl <"t'lttl'~, I
No. G.

WAR DEr'T,

ADJUTAXT

)

GE:\Eit.\I:S O"FIeE.
Wu.f<in:llon, J[,/l'cI. 18, 1861.

. The unifi}f"m, dres!!, and horse equipments of the Army havinO' /leell ehanged
111 !ll:l!lY fCSP(·cts ~inte tI.1C "Gencral ,Regulations" of lS,j7, tl~~ following deSCfIptIOn ot them IS pulJhshed fOf the Information of all concerned:
COAT.

].-1;;", Commi.'I3ioncd Officers. All officers shall wear a fr(lck coat of dark
lllue cloth, the skirt to extend from two-thirds to thrcc-I(lurths of the distance
from the top of the hip to the bend of the knee; single-breasted for Captains and Lieutenants; double-breasted for all other grad('~.
2.-h)r fI JlrljlJ/" General-two rows of buttons on the hrcllst, nine in each
row, pl/lced by threct-!; the distance hetween each row, Ih'e and one-half
inch(.'s at top, and three Rnd one-half inches at bottom; stand-up collar, to
rbc no higher than to pel'mit the chin to turn fl'eely oYer it, to hook in front
:It the bot 10111, alltl slope thence up nne! .baekward at nil anglc of thirtydegrecs
Oil cach side; euifs two nnd oue-hult Inches deep to go nround the 8l('eve~
}lar:llld with Ihe lower edge, and to hutton with three !'mall buttons at the
under seam; pockt·t,; in the flJI!ls of th~ skirts, with onc button at tho h!p,
:In<l onc at Ihl' end of each pod.ct, Illaktn~ four buttons on the back Rnd skIrt
of the ("oat, the hip 1'lItton to range wilh thc lowest huttons on the breast i
collar nnd cul!"s to he of dark hlu(l velvet; lining of the cont black.
:I.-I,;)/" II R,.i~'l/dit'l" llt'lll'l"tll-thc samc ns for a Mnjor Gcnerul,.exce]!t thnt
thl're will ue only eight buttons ill cneh row on the breast, lllaccd In }>turs.
'
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-For a Colonel-the same as for a )[ajor GClleral. ('x('ppt tTl:lt t],,·~p will
4•
. eac II row on thc bn·a-t
he onlv
sevcn I,uut t OilS III
. '"Iac[
.d at l"llial dbU:,(',:.,;
collar and cuffs of the .81l1e color and mah'nal a~ t,Il!' c",IL
5 -Fora Li,lllo,al,t Colonel-the sallle as for a (olonel.
s'-For tt J["j'Jr-thc same as for a Col(llH'1.
.
7:-For rt Ctj,f"itl-the same as for a ~olonel, l'x('ept t,hat t~J,~re "Ill be only
one row of nine buttons on the breast, plae.ed at e(llt:l~ dl~t.tncc~.
S.-For a Fir~t Li,,'tientlllt-the same as tor a Caj?tam ..
D.-For a Saolid Lieutenant-the same as for a ('lJ~t:un.
.
10 -Jill' (I Brad Second Lielltenarti-the sallie as lor a ('aptalll..
.
l1:-A round jacket, according to pattern, of da~'k hlu.e C.lot~l, tr~llIm('(l "'lth
scarlet, with the Russian shoulder-knot, the prescnhed JIlSI~lIla ot rank to be
worked in silver in the centre of the knot, may be worn 011 \mdress duty by
.
officers of Light Artillery.
12.-Jor Eltlisted .lIen. The uniform coat for all cnhstc(l/uot m~n shall })e
a sinO'le-breasted frock of dark Llue cloth, made without. plalt~, with a skirt
exte;ding one-half the distance from the top of the hip to t.he beml of the
knee' one row of nine huttons on the breast, placcrl at ~fJual ulst:mccs: standnp c~lIar to rise no higher than to pennit the chin to tllrn freely over it, to
hook in front at the bottom and then to slope up anrl hackward at an Ilngle
of thirty degrees on each side; cuffs pointed according to pa~tern, and. to
button with two small buttons at the under seam: collar and cufts e(lgeu wltli
a cord or welt of cloth as follows, to wit: Scarlet filr Artillery; sky I>lue for
Infantry; yellow filr Engineers; crimson for Ordnance and IIospi tal stcwa~ds.
On each shoulder a metallic scale according to pattern; narrow lining for skirt
of the coat of the samc color and material as the coat; pockets in the folds
of the skirts, with one button at eacb hip, to range .with the lowest buttons
on the breast; no buttons at the ends of the pockets.
13.-All Enlisted JIen of the Dragoons, Cavalry, }Iounted Rillcmen, and
I,ight Artillery. shall wear a uniform jacket of dark blue cloth, with one row
of twelve slIlall buttons on the breast placed at equal distances; stand-up collar to rise no higher than to permit the chin to turn freely o\'er it, to hook in
front at the bottom, and to slope the same 88 tbe coat collar; on the collar,
on each sid!', two blind button holes of lace, three.eighths of an inch wide.
one small button on the button hole,lower button hole extending hack four
inches, upper button hole three and a half inches; top hutton anti ii'ont <:nds
of collar bo.und with hlce three-eighths of an incb wide, and a strip of the
same extendmg down the front and around the whole lower edge of the jacket ;
the hack seam Iaceu with the same, and on the cuft' a point of the sallie shape
as that on the coat, but formed of tbe lace; jacket to extend to the waist, an,l
to be lined with white flannel; hvo small buttons at the under seam of the
cuff, as on the coat cuff; one hook ana eye at tbe bottom of the collar' clllor
of lace (wor:;tl'(I), oTaIl)!e lor Dragoons, yellow for Cavalry, green fo; Hilkmen, lind searkt for Light Artillery.
.
14·-Zvr all J[11.'-,:r~l//ls-.the s~lUe as forotbere~listed men of their rc~prrli\'e
corps, with tIll' additIOn ot afacmg oflKcetbree-elghthsofan Inch wide on the
front of the (·",,1 (II' .;,/d-( t, made in tbe following mauneI': bars of three-('i~~llth~
of an inc·h 'H.r>'t"d lace plaec(l 011 a line with each button six and (J1l~.-halt'
inches wide
tIll: hotttl\ll, all~\ thence gradually «;xpanfling upwards to the Ia~t
button, cOl\ntlll~ lro~n the wal:;t up, and contracting from thence to the ],,,tttlll\
of the collar. "llIre it will be six and one-half incbes wide. with a strip Ill' the
~alllc 1a5'[' 1;>1;01\ i::g. the hars at the.ir outer extremity-the wllole pre"'n: ill:';
HOlllctli!!l.:! 01 wh:lt H cailet! tbe herrmg-bone form; tbe cQlor of the hee 1:"'ill:,
to c~rrc"I~"nd. ,,-.jlh tl,,(' color of the trimmin~ of the corps.
'
1".- I"r i.iI':I'" 1 '111,flus-a sack coat of dark bluc flanncl cxtl'n,lil1" 1!:lli
way down the thigh, :iI1'\ malic loose, witbout sleeve or Loch' lining, :·,,;;i:':·- ,-.llar, inside IHlckct (111 tl,,: left side, four coat buttons down the fl'llllt.
"

a:

L
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IG.-F,>r l.'rrrllit.• -the sack coat will be m;dc with skc-.e nn,l h,,(1:- lilli!1~.
the latter of flannel.
17.-0n all o('('a~iong of duty. ('Xccpt fatiglJ(', and when out of (luartcrs. tbe
coat or jacket shall be buttoned and hooked at the collar.
.

D&TTOXS.

la.-For Gmn-al OfJit"n, and Qtfiun Df the Genn-al St".tr-gilt. conn'x. with
sprea~ e!l~le and stars. al1(~ plain border; large size, seven.eighths of an inch in
exterIOr dmmeter; small sn:e one-hftlf inch.
~9.--f<'r Q~ l!f thfJ C~ Df Eaginurt-r;ilt, nine·tenthg of an inch in ex·
tenor dl8meter, sllgbtly convex; • raise:! briO'ht rim. onc·thirtieth of an inch
wide;. device, 8D' eagle holding in hit! beak 1\ ~roll. with the word" EIl,ayonl,"
• bastion with embrilsures in tbe distance sumllmlled bv water with a risin(J'
.tlD-tbe figures to be or dead gnld upon a bright field. • Small buttons of th~
same form and deflee,'and fifty.ftve hundredths uf:\O inch in exterior diameter.
IO.-For ()jfl«In.., fA. Corp.", Topographil"<ll Enginurs-!!i1t. seven·eighths
iDeltexteriordiameter, CODYU and solid; de-.ice. the !<hield of the l:nited
~~
. .balf the diameter, and the INters T. E. in old English
ciIIIntt..
.
, halt; ....n buttons, one·half inch diameter, qevice and

or...

..... theBame.

fl.-JIIw Offi«z't .., eM OriInmta Dtpartmmf-¢It, conl"Cx, plain border,
aoes CIllDon and bombehell, with 1l circular scroll oyer and acI"OS!! the ("lInnon,
containing the words .. Ordnance Corps;" large size, seven·eighths of an inch
in exterior diameter; lIDall size, one-half inch.
H.-For Offia1'l.., ..4rtilUry, In/antrtj. R[rlemen. Clffalry and DmgOO1l,-gilt,
convu; device, a spread eagle with the letter A, fur Artillery-I. for Infuutry
-B, tor Ritlemen-C, for Cavalry-D. f(lr Dragoons, on the shield; large size,
..telHigbtbs of an ioeb in exterior diameter; small size, one-half inch.
"-A~ may wear the button of tbe General Staff, or of their.regi- * or eorpa, at their option.
H.-For aU B7lliIt«l j[~yellow, the same as is uted by the Artillery, &c.,
~ the letter in tbe shield.
TROW-BElLI.

u.-.l"or (J.....u Of!i«n

Gnd O.rfi«rr of tlttJ Ord'Rll'Mt11NpGrlrM7t,-of dark
blueddh, plain, witbout stripe. ,,·elt. or cord down tbe outer seam.
0jJi«n qf tlttJ Gffleral Staff and SfaffCorpI, except the Ordnaneedark _ dotb, with a gold cord, one-eighth of an inch diameter, along tLe

-..-.ftr

outer.....

.

27.-"".u &vi_tal O~ns-:dar~

blue cloth, with • welt le~ into tbe
outer seam, one-eighth of an .\Och In ~Iameter, of .colors correspondmg to tbe
facings of the respective fCl!'.ments, VIZ: ~, ol'ftnge; CaNlry, yellow;
RijlmufI, emerald J.,rreen; Artillay. fcarle~; 1".1/11;1"'Y.' sky.bl,?e.
• 28.-FIW Enlueed .tIm. except rOIDl'alll"S of. LIght. Artillery-dart .blue
cloth; It'rVMnt. ,,·ith n stripe one and one·half lOch WIde; MI"pONI. Wltb •
stripe one-halfincb wide. of wors~ed lace, down and over the outereeam,ofthe
color of the facin~ of th .. rl'$llCcll\"(~ c0rrs•
•
29.-0rdnanu ~rr!!(II.t'"l/d J1o~p,tal Stetl'a~tnpeofcnlD8On lace one and
one· half inch wide.
aO.-Priraie.-phlin. without stripe or welt.
3t.-For Coml'(//,i,., "r' .:\rtillrry f'luil'ptd a8 Light ArliUery-sky-blue clotb.
All trolV!lCTS 10 I.,' 1II,;<Ie loose, without }llaits. and to spread well over the
lJoot; tp be re·enf"rcctl fur all enlistetlmounted men.
n.\T.

~, as ~~ . -Fcr (l.:J'rcr.':
~1l0WS:

Ofl,est lJl:lck felt.

The dimensions of medium size to be
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Width of brim three 'anel one-fourth inches.
Height of cro'~n. six 1111<1 one-foul'lh iudicli.
.
Oval of tip, one-bulf inch.
Taper of crown, three'fourths ~f a~ meh.
Curve of hond, three-eighths 01 ,110 IIIcll,
,
,
" C ,:
Tho binding to be one·half inch c1~ep, ot best "lack T1hl.'c(II!II~{.
S3.-Por iJ,nli.ted Men: Of black lelt, ~allle 811:lpC and sIze us I?r Om(c:~, , " ,i h
double row of Ititching. instead of L,inding", around the edge. '10 agrc:e 1IJ 'j ua·
lity with the pattern deposited in the clothing arbtUal.
TRIMMINGS.

or

M.-For GmNVil O.fficerB: Gold cord, with acorn:Hhaped ends. The I'rim
the hat looped up on the right side, and fu.stcnc:d with ~II .c:aglo aUnclll.'d \0 t.I."
lide of the hat; three black ostrich foathers on ~he !dt sIde; a gol(~ CI!JI.J)'IJI~I.
ered,wreath in front, on black velvet ground, enclfcllllg the lettc:nl U. S. IU lSd¥tit cWl EDgliahcharaeters..
.
, aL--F4li-Offiow.t oftMAdjutant General's, Inspector General', Qlla/,!('rma6~>~, Jfllli.eal and Pay Departments, a~,d tI.e Judye Ad'CuC(//{', fllJ~
.•.!INlU.
'
41, O~pt4fn: The same as'-for Gl::neral Oilicers, except the cord, whicll
,·"wtU be o(black slik and gold.
·'~'~IPr~ IfmI4 Departments, below tIle rank of Field 0.t/ieer8: The sallie as
i~d,Q8lc~.zc:ept thut there will be but two feathcfll.
,ij.t.~ QjfletIr. qf eM Corps oj Engineer,: The same l.U; for the Gcnc:ral StaJJ:
'.cept tbcornament in front, which will be a gold emlJrOldcred wreath of 1a.un:1
::~'eDcircling a silver turreted c.astIe Oil lJlack vc1vct ground.
,. <':!it.li. -.', WI' O,i!l«Ir-l of eM l'opographical Engineer8: The HUllIe as fi,r the General
;\.:i;':'-~ept-1be,~rn~ment in front, w~ich will .he a goltl C:llILroidered wrtath
';:,01 oak len,., ~U'Chng a gold embrOIdered shIeld, on black nI vet ~ound.
,. ,,_~',Q,Olur. t!f tlte Ordnance Department: The sallle as for the General
:Staft', ueept theonlament in b.-ont, whieh will be a gold embroidered sbell ADd
"me.~ 6Ht.ckvelvet ground.
40.-For O:t/iMr. of Dragoona: The same as for tIle General Staa: except tho
ornament in front, which will be two gold emhroidered sabres crosfed. cd~res
upward, on black velvot ground, with the number of the regiment in silver ira
tM.~pper ugla., '
41.-Fqr 0jJlcer. oj Caool'l'1/: The same as for the Dragoons, exccI)t that tJae
D~ of the regiment will be in the lower angle.
, ;.~For 0jJicer. of Mounted Riflemen: The sUllie as filr the General Staff, except'the ornament in front, which will be a gold embroidered trumpet, pcrpt.'DdicullU', on black velvet ground.
.
43.-For 0i/ii'41'8 oj .A. rtille'l'1/: The same as ' for til e General Staff, except the
, omament.in f~nt, which will be gold embroidered cross-cunnon, 011 LInck velvet ground, wIth the number of the regiment in sil vor at the intersection of the
crOS8-ClUlnon.
•
• «.-For ,Q.tfia r! of Infantry: The. same as for ArtiIlery, except tIle ornament
lD front, whIch WIll be a gold emlJl'()J(l~red bugle, on Llack velvet ground with
the number of the regiment io silver within the bend.
'
45.-JiOr Enlisted Men, except companies of Light Artillery: 'The Imme as for
Officers of the respective Corpll, except tlJat therc will be but one feuther tho
cord will be of worsted, of the same color as that of the facing of the
three-sixtecnth~ of un inch i~ di,:ulletc,r, funning three times through a slide IIf
the same mateJ'lal, and tel"llllllatllJg WIth two tassels, 110t less than two illCh('l1
long, o~ the side of, the hilt o)lp~site the fCll.th~r•. For 1I0Kpit(ll SieUJards tho
cord wlll Le of hull a~d gre~n IlIlxcd. The IIlslgllla of corps, ill brass,;n frollt
of the hilt, correspnndlllg with those prcscribed lor Officers, wkh the numl ICr (If
regiment, five-eighths of an inch long, in brass, and lettor of cOlllpany ODe inch
in bruss, arranged over i1lsignill. Brim to be looped up to sidu of hat with ~

(';'rplI.

___________________

r~
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11

b.r:lSS en),:!(', Ilnvin~ a hook nttn<'il('d to th(' hottnm to s('cur(l th(' hrilll~~()n th,~
rl,.:ht shit, li,r IIIllunte,llllcn HlIllleft side for foot mcn. Thc ft.'ather tll be ,,",'rn

on the si,ll' opposite the loop.
4!i.-AII the trimming's of the hat arc to he m:lIle so that thl'Y 1':111 be clet:ll'hl't!; hut the cagle, badge of corps, and letter of company, arl:to be always
worn.
~ -:.-For con~panies of Artillery eqnipprd as Li;.rht Artillery, the old pattern
UDI/nrm c:~p, WIth red horse-hair plume, coni nnd tnsse!.
~8.-0Ilicers of the General Staff, and Stnlf Corps, lIIa~' wear, at their option,
• a h~ht l<:rench chnl~enu, eitber stiff crown or 11:11. according to the pattern deIl0Sltcd In the AdJutant General's Otlicc.
Officers below the rank of Field
OffiCers to wear but two feathers.
FORAGE CAPS.

't.-For fatigue"pUI'pOIIH, forage caps. ofpnttem in the Quartermaster General's Office: D<&rk blue cloth. 'With a welt of the sume IIrouud tile· crown, and
;fcDow metallettera in frunt to designate cornpnnit.,s.
~tIlmisaioued Officers may wear forage caps of the same pattern, with
. . ~ctWa ornament of the corps and regiment in front,
CRAVA.T OR STOCK.

IU.-For all O.Qicwa-hlack; when a crovat is worn, the tie not to be visible
M tbe o]>cninO' of the collar.
-II.;-lor all Ellli,tc4 Men-black leather, according to pattern.
nOOTS.

;_-Fo,. till ~-ankle or jeffel'!lon.
,,:M.-li\w Ertu.w Men o/Rijlffllen.

lJra(lMlls. Cal'alry, and Liflht Artilkry..... and Jefferaon, rights and lefts. according to pattern.
.
1,..."" Balut«l Mm 0/ Artillery. J/(';/Iltry, Engineer, ana OrdnlJl'U»ta and lefts, according to pattern.
if!)!J~~:r,JJ·r;;··::"
SPORS.

'-"',a8,:tIIh

1I_ _.....fHlnud Ojlic.er'-)"('1\ow m~t!ll. or gilt.
37.-lilw tall gnluted j[()unted ,llclj,-j'ellow metal, according to pattem.
.~

. (S-No.17'-)

or.OVES.

58.--F.,. (Jl'4IIf'(Jl O.fficm alia Officm (l/ th, General Staff and Staff COrpfbuff or white.
59.-For Ojftun 0/ Artillery, In/antry, CG/calry, DragOOM and Rijl,~
whi~

flA!m.

GO.-For GtlUral o.tJiur.- hutT, silk. n~t. ~itb silk bulli~)D fringe ends; aash
to go twice around the waist, nntl tn til' hc1l1nd thc left hlP, pendent part Dot
to extend more than l'i!!htt'l'll il1('hl'5 helow the tie.
GI.-l'~)r (~!1irtr' (0/ thr .I,ii·flalll G!'/il"rars. III .•}'~ctor Genn-ar" '?varin'm,/ .• 'er'3 (1/1,1 SlIbsi.• I"lIrl" /)r'I"ll'tlllcal,., (,'rp,' I!f Ellg AUt'I, Topograpl"caJ Ett"inffr' OrdntlllN .lrliTlt'rII. III';/Illril. Cllrtllry. Rijl.fMn, and lJragotJ,.".ad
il.t .T."Le .·Idlw"i.. :,,' Ih,' :·1 "1II!i-('I'iill~nn silk net; /()f' Offiur, 0/ 1M J/ediMl
Dr!, II" ;.. ,',tf-m,·,lin;1l or (,l1ll'r:lld !Ifl'en silk l1et, with silk bullion fringe ends;
tn ~,' ar"ul\,! til,' waist :111,1 th' :I~ lilr Gel1rral Ollicers.
;;~.-l;.r ,Ii! ."<1'1/<",'" I .1/,' j,'r~, QUllrfl'Nllmtfr &111mn'8, Ordnanrl Bergtan'"
Fi;-.• ~ :'t"r:'t"/I".,. j'/;illril",[
Chi,:r" J/IMi~iIIlIB ami Chief Btlgle'n-~ worsted
~:bh. with ,,"or,.:t,·,! !,nllion frill!!c en tis ; to gil twice around the waIst, and tl)
Ii,' h,·hind Ihe left hip, pCDllent ll:ut not to extend more thnn eighteen inehes

or

J..,),\\V

the tit..

~

r
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SS.-The ..... will be worn (o\"cr the COllt) on all occasion. or duty or el'l'ry
delcript1oa. except stahle anu tutigut'.
M.-Tbe IUh will be worn hy .. OtHc(,NI of .the ~ay 0' ncr,?s!I the hOlly. ~'. .rf
taIbioD. from the right slllluicler to the lett Slue, Instcau ot arouud tll<: ".!I,[,
bebiud the left hip as prescribed.

'Jm.

SWORD BELT.

85.-.

call OjJiar.-a Wllist helt not less than one nn(1 one-half in,·',. 1I0r
IlION *haa *wo inches wide; to he worn on'r the sash; tlye sword to I 'c' ~U~
peaded from it bYlllings of the same materi:lllls the belt, WIth a hook :l[ul:hcd
to-tbe belt upon which the sword mav be hung.
66.-Ar fhMNl Offiurl-Russian' Icather, with three stripes of gold e...
broidery; the l1iDga emhroiderClI on hoth sides. .
87.-Ptwoll .tAN (}ffiurl-black leather, 1'111111.
•
CI8.-.&r.u JI.. _,,",,",ned O,Qicer,-black leather, plam.

..._....u,~_

,

SWOBD-BELT PLATE;

Enliltetl Men-gilt, rectangular. two inches wide;
with aniaed brigbt, rim; a ailYet' wreath of laurel encircling- the .. Arml at
the 1hdWStatee;1t _Ie, shield, scroll, edge of cloud and r'lys "rig-lIt. Th.
moUo;'*B:PJ.UBtJRJII UlIllDl," in silver letters, upon the 8cwll; stars also ot

.unti...,.sa"' . . . . .
~",.;

"

'.

,.,.

.,Ij,.,L
I

tr

,

8WOlID

.uro

8CABBAllD.

•

~bbard.0.""'.i'" ~traight sword, gilt hilt, silycr grip, brass or .ted
lea

' .

'11.-"" O§ietln ~tIJJIt GIJf&~r .. Intptctqr Gt'TIaar". Qtf(rrtnwf».

ew... .sr.w.,_tIItI

eorp. (If ER{/inur8, T"p<>~,rap~ iMI Engin......
qf tlu .Army, Aida-de-C'amp, Field (J.tIi.cnt "
.A"'iU".,,~ . . FHt Rtjlnlen. and f()1' the Light Al'tilla!l-the.wwd
of tbe patteI'D adopted by, the War Department, April !l, 18,j0; or t.he_
descr\bed in G. O. No. 21, of August 28, 1860, 10r officers therein
Dated.
'19.-}b,o tIu Jf«licalllM PIIy .Departmellu-small sword alld scabbard, lie~ to patt.ern in the Surgeon General's office.
7S.-"k 0,8lura (If Drag(}()1l8, C'araZry, and Jflll/ntc.! R(ff('mm-sabre aad
soabbard DOW 10 use, according to pattern in the Onlnancc Department.
'1••-F",. tA, Artilkry, II~f<mtl"!l, and F()()t R~tlc/llen, except the field officenthe.word of the pattern adopted by the War D~partment, April 9, 18.50.
'l1J.-The sword and aword belt will be worn upon all occasions of duty,
withoat exception. '
'16.- When on foot, the sabre will be suspended from the llOOk attached to
the belt.
'17.-:- When not on military duty, officers may wear swords of honor, or tho
pnscnbed sword, with a scabbard, gilt, or of leather with gilt mountings.
Ordnanc., tAl JvIgI,

deal,.

SWORD-KNOT.

'l8.-For Grotral QOicer8-~olrl cord with acorn end.
'lll.-Jior all other O,diurs-gold lace strap with gold bullion tasseL
BADOES TO DISTlNOUISn 1l.\NK.

Eptl!ildtol.

80.-Fo.r tiM Maj(l~ Ge/ltl'<ll C:lI/llIIllI,lill~" tn.6 Army-gold, witb solid c~
cent; deVIce, three sll\'(~r·elllbro((lered stars, one, ono nnd a half incho., in rli.
~ ft!"eter, ~ne, on? nn.d one-fourth inches in diameter, and one, one nnd one.
eighth 111ches 111 UUulleter, pluced on the strap in a row, longitudinally, ami

r
89

1:1

erjui,li-t:mt, tlle hrzest s~nr in tl,,! (','nlrr: of tll(, ('f('~('c'l1t. t1:1' ;om:t1!r'-! at tllf)
• t.,p: rll,ar! 1II1r! brigbt g'lld bullj'JlJ, rJIH.:-Imlr' inch ill diullJ~tU' awl tbr~~ and
one-half ill(:J",~ lon~.
b l.-};,r (Ill at/'fI' J[{~jrlr r;f1>(l'ol,,-tlJ(: ~nme as for tl,,~ ~r"il)r Gen(~ral Commanrlin!! tllc Army, tXtl'pt that tbere "ill be two stars on th~ 5trap instead of
tlHe r!. olllittin~ the ~mallest.
. f.;'2.-}/,r,t Rl'i[Jflrlit-r (;t"frrd-tllC same
for a )rujor General, except that,
Instead of two, t!lC~e shall be one star (onllttlllg the smallest) placed upon tho
strap, and not wlthm the crescent.
l);~.-Flj: a Colonel-the same us for a Brigadier General, suLstituting Il silyer-emhrOidered spread eagle for the star upon the strap; and within the crescent for the J/etlicrtl Department-a laurel wreath embroidered in gold, and
the letters M. S .. in old English characters, in silver, within the wreath; Poy
lJepartme»t-same as the _\Iedical Department, with the letters P. D., in old
English characters; Corps of EJlgineers-a turreted castle of silver; Corps if
Topographical Engineers-a shield emhroiderc4 in gold, and below it the letters T. E., in old English characters, in silver j Ordnance .Department-shell
and flame in silver embroidery; Regimental O.tfictr.-the number of the regiment embroidered in gold, within a circlet of embroidered sih-er, one and
three-fourths inches in diameter, upon cloth of the following colors :for Artillery-scarlet j Infrmtry-li~ht or sky blue j Rijlemen-medium or emerald
green j .DrafJooTI~-orange; Caralry-yellow.
,
84.-For (~ Lieutcllflltt ('(.I[onel-the same as for 8 Colonel, according to corps,
but substituting for tbe ea~le a silver-embroidered leat:
85.-For a J[ajor-the same as for a Colonel, according to corps, omiting the
eagle.
8a.-For a Captain-the same as for a Colonel, according to corps, except
that the bullion will be only one-fourth of an inch in diameter, and two and
one-half inches long, and substituting for the eagle two silver-embroidered
bars.
S1.-For a FiNt Lieutennnt-tlle same as for a Colonel, according to corps,
except th~t the bullion will be only one-eighth of an inch in diameter, and
two and one-half inches long, and substituting for the eagle one silver-embroidered bar.
!:l8.-For a Serond Lieutenant-the same as for a First Lieutenant omitting
the bar.'
89.-For a Bre-cet Serond LieufewtTIt-tbe same as for a Second Lieutenant.
Ol).-All officers having militury rank will wear an epaulette on each shoulder.
91.-The epaulette may be dispensed with wben not on duty, and on certain
dutie!! off parade, to wit: at drills, at inspections of ,?arracks and hospitals, on
Court,; of Inquiry and Boards, at inspections of articles lind necessariee, on
working parties and fatigue duties, and upon the march, except when, in war,
there i~ immediate expectation of meeting the enemy, and also when the overcoat is worn.
Shoulder Strap',

.a".

O:!. -For Ute Major Genn-al ComnUlndillg the Army-dark 'blue cloth, one
ari,l threeeightbs incbes wjde by ti>ur inches long; bordered with an embroidery of g'old one·ti>urth of an inch wide j three silver-embroidered atars of five
rav~, olle stur on the ccntre of the strap, and nne on each side equidistant beh\:"I!!1 the centre and the outer etlge of the strap i the centre star to be the
Jar~est.

!):;.-}Qr all otller ..lIninr Generllls-the same us for the Mojor General Commanding the J\rmv, 'except that there will be two stars instead of
threc; the centre of 'each stur to be one inch from the outer ed~e of the' gold
emlJrojdery on the ends of the strap j both sturs of the same sIze.

90
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04 -For IJ BrilJadier General-the Fame as for a ~rajor G('ucral, (·:\(·rpt. tlH1t
tber~ will be orc star instcad of t\\'o; the ('entre of t~lC star to IJC (:ll l .:. ll .t;;nt
fro:u the outcr cdge of the elllbroidery 01\ til!' end,; lIt the strap.
'.
011 -For a Colonel-the samc size llS for a ~I:\.io/' (;<;llcral, lInc! brlrllCf(,d 1Il Lkc
man~er with on emhroidery of gold: a silvC'l'-e.lllbroHlercd .~p~read .c:?I:; ~J!I
centre of the simp two inches hetween tllC lips of t!IC \\In,,s, h.l\HI~ III the
right taloll an olh'~ branch lind in the left It hUllllle 01 arrows; atl e,l:utc:!Jtllu
on the brCIIst as rcprcsenteci in the urms of thc !;nited ~tat('s; cIutli ./If the
strop as follows: for the Generfll Stl/i! lind st'li/" COI'jJ$,-:-dark IJlue; A rltlfery_
Bcorlet; Infantry-light 01' sl,y blue; llijICl/lell-rnedlUm or elllerald gretl1;

til:

Dragoon,-orllnge; CIl1:ah·y-yellow.
.
06.-Fora Lieutenant Colonel--the same ag for ~ ColoneL ~ccord1U~ to corptl,
omitting the ca"le and introducing a sih'cr-emlm)j(lered leat at. each cud, each
leaf extendinll ~ven-eighths of an inch from the enu "~JI'(lel' of tIle strap: .
97.-For a Major-thil same as for a Colonel. accol'llmg to COTJ)~, OIll1thng
the eagle and introducing a !,>Id-embroiuercd lenr at each end, each lea( extending seven-eigl1ths of an inch from the end border ?f the strap. . .
98.-Fora Captain-the same as for a Colonel, accor~Jng to corp", o.nuttlng the
e~le and introduc1n,at each end two gold-embroidered hars of th~ same
Width as tb.e 'bo~
....... laced parallel to the ends of the strap; the dlstaoce
between th~'QI',t.'ihe border equal to the width of the bor~lcr.
99.','
. fIUInt-the sume as for a Colonel accof(~Jng to eolJllt.
omittfDg
·roducing at each end one gold-eqllJf(JI(lcl'ed hnr of
the lame width~ ,the border, plnced parallel to the ends of the strap, at a
distance1roDdHe bOrder equal to its width.
'
lOO.-For a &t«ul LieuUnant-the same as for a Colonelnccording to corpl,
omitting tbe eagJe~ '.'
•
.
lOt.-For IJ ~ ~tl L~ant-the same as for a Second LlcutcnlUlt.
102.-The sholiJderstrap wiIf be worn whenever the epaulette is not.

f.

(J/UIf)ro1l&

lOB.-The rank of Don-commissioned officers will be markcd hy chevrons
upon both 'sleev.olthe uniform coat and overcoat, above the elbow, of silk
or worsted binding, one lIlalf an inch wide, same color as the edging on the
coat, pointl'dolfD,as follows:
.
l04.~Fo,r a Sergeant Major-three bars and an are in silk.
l05.':'-lI'ora Quizrterl'lllUter Sergeant-threc bars and a tie, in silk.
l06.-:-JI'or'tm Ordnanre Sergearlt-three bars and a star, in silk.
.
107.-For.4 HoqJitaZ Steward-a caduceus two inches long. embroidered with
yellow silk, on eacll arm above the elbow, in the place indicated for a chevron,
the head toward the outer seam of the slecve.
108.-F'tn· II Fi'1'lt Sergeant-three bars and a lozenge, in worsted.
100.-For a Sergeant-three bars in worsted.
1l0.-For a Coryoral-two bars in worsted.
111.-F~r a Pwn«r-two crossed hatchets of cloth, same color and material
as the edgmg of the collar, to be sewed on each arm above the elbo\v in the
place indicated for a chevron (tQose of a corporal to be just above and realm,
on t.lle ch.evrnn), the ~ead of the hatchet upward, its edge outward, of the 101]owm~ dlmenslo!ll" VIZ.: Handle-four and one-half inches long, one-fourth to
one-thIrd of an lOch Wide. Hatchet-two inches long, one inch wide at the
edge.
.
112.-To f'ndicate BC1'l)!~e-al\ non-commissioned officers, -musicians and PI!votes, who have served Imthful1y for the term of five years, will wear: as amllk
of distinction, upon both sleeves of tbe uniform coat below the el~w a diqonal half chcvron, one half an inch wide, extc:nding from seam to ~ die
front end nearest the cl1ff, and one·balf anmch above the point of the ca~
to be of tbe same color as the euging on the coat. In like manner an addi-

,
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tionalll,nlf. c1lCvron, ~hove ~nd parallel to
~'t't1rs of f:llthfll\ ser\'lce; rhstance IJctween
f'l'rvicc in w~r will.he indicated hy R light
the chevron tor Artillery, and a red strIpe
one-eighth of an inch wide.

18G I.

I:;

the first, for ('wry ~l1hs(''1\l('nt fin.,
Ctlr:h r:lwvron ol1c-fonrth of :11l i'J('h.
or sky.IJllle stripe on each ~ide 'll'
for all other corps, the stripe to I)~

OVERCOAT.

For Commissioned o.f!icers.
113.-A "ClOflk coat" of dark blue cloth, c1osinO' by means of four froO' but·
tons of black silk and loops of black silk cord :1own the breast, and ~t the
throat ~Y a long loop a echelle, without tassel or plate, on the left side, and a
black sdk frog button on the right; cord for the loups fifteen hundredths of
an inch in diameter; back, a sillgle piece, slit up from the bottom, from fifteen
to seventeen inchcs, according to the height of the wearer, and closing at will
by buttonSz and button-lJOles cut in a concealed flap; collar of the same color
'and matenal as the coat, rounded at the edges, and to stnnd or fall; when
I, "ding, to be about five inches high; sleeves lo~se, of a single piece, and
§i 'roUd at the bottom, "'itlJOut cuff or slit; lining, woolen;' around the front
~~ lower border, the edges of the pockets, the edges of the sleeves. collar, anrl
'J8Ilt in the back, a flat braid of black silk one-half an inch wide; and around each
frog button on the breast, a knot two and one·qnarter inches in diameter, of
black silk cord, seyen·hundredths of an inch in diameter, arranged according
to drawing; cape of the same color and material as tIle coat, removable attlle
pleasure of tllC wearer, and re\lching to the cl1ff of tbe coat·sleeve when the
arm is extended; coat to extcnd down the leg from six to eight inches below
the knee accorrling to height. To indicate rank, there will be on both sleeves,
Dear the lower ('(lge, a knot of flat, hlaek silk braid, not exceeding one-cigbth
of an inch in width, arrnnge,l according to drnwing, and composed as follows:
l14.-For a General-of five iJraids, double knot.
115.-For a Colonel-of fiYe braids, single knot.
116.-Ji'or a Lielltemmt Colonel-of four braids, lingle knot.
] 17.-For it J[ajor-of three hraid~, single knot.
alS.-For a Captain-of two hrai(b, single knot.
119.-For a First Lirutenallt-of one braid, single knot.
l20.-ror a Second LiclitOUlllt find BrC'Cet Second Lieut~1I41II-& plain 81eeft,
without knot or ornament.
For EliliBUd .M~n.

e;

121.- Of all J[ountcd Corp_9-of sky.hlue cloth; stand aDd fall'CGllar; -d01lbto
IJrl'a~ted; cape to reneh down to the cuff of the coat when t~.mala extended,
nn,l to iJutton all the Wily up; huttons (2!.)
,
I ~2.-All otlter J:nlisted .lien-of sky·blue ct?th; stan~ up ClOllar; linglel,rl,asted; C!ll'e to reach down to the elbows when the arm 18 exteDded,and to
IlllttOIl /Ill the way lip; hutlons (24.)
•
,12::.- For ])raf/ooli_', Carafr!/, aml .lfounted R~ gutta percba talmaor
(-lllak, extend;ng to the knee, with long sleeves.
OTIIER ARTICLES OF CLOTRING AND EQt:JII'lIUT.

12.I.-FltlTl1lel 'hirt, drau:en, Ifc('ki7lfJ' ana .tableff'l1t1!-the same .. now furni,ill-d.
I:;:;.--J]lilnkf-l-woolen, gray, with letters U. 8.' in black, four inches long, in
till' ("'Iltre-; to be seven feet long, and five and a half feet wide, and to weigh
r \1' pounds.
'
I ~t;. __ C.II!~II' orrmllll for Hnginur Soldi«'8--0f white cotton; one garment
(II ""\'I'r the whole of the body helow the waist, the breast, the sboulders, ~nd
t I,,' al'lIlS; '!l'C\'/:H loos!', to allow a free 1>layof the arms with Darrow wnst-

..
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band buttoning with one button; overalls to fasten at the neck behind wi:h
two butto.... and-&Ube waist bebind. with buckle and tongue.
127.-.&111 of all.RZUttd men-black leath~r.
• 128.-Cartridgt _ _aCcording to pattern lD the Ordn~nce Dcpartlll(·nt. .
129.-Drum .lillg-wbite webbing; to Le provided w!th a IJruss un.:ll·,::,·k
carriage, according to pattern.
.
180.-K~f painted canvas, according to pat.tcrn now Issue,l)::: ,tlie
Quartermaster's Department; the great coat, when carned, to be ncatl: I· >1. II;' I,
Dot rolled and covered by the outer flap of the knapsack.
.
181.-H~f .,.mted canvas,wilh an inside sack unpaIDted. accord·
ing to the pattern DOW lSSued by the Quartermaster's Department.
.
18i.-CcalteIIIt-ot tiD. covered with woolen cloth, of the pattern now Issued
by the QaartermMt,er'. Department.
TENTS.

',tiM_

183.-For.u..
~wall tent, with a fly, pattern now issued
by the ~ ~partment.
1,M.-.JWH..,-z,...".." pattern described in" General Orders" Xo. I,
of .J&Il1W'J 1', 1880: •
/ U••...;.Ar IJ1t~ ----sibley'. patent, according to the pattern now
~'bJ'~O~ De~ment,. at the f!lte of one ten.t to 17 m~lUnted
: _ ~ ~~:~I&ovea will be ISSued wIth the tents ~n cold clImates,

. 'l1ct~~.....,...,. .aillcnmdrt.f3t"-small common tent, old pattern.
C, , ' . '

.

, .

.

BOBSll fi'R.'IlITURE.

FH' Gefteral 0J.fiura and tM General Stajj:
laT.-Housing for General Officers-to be worn over the saddle; of dark blue
cloth, trimmed with two rows of gold lace, the outer row one inch and five-eighths
wide, the inner row two inches and one-fourth i to be made full, so as to cover the
borse's haunches and forehands, and to bear on each flank corner the following
ornaments, distincth"e of rank, to wit: for the Jlajqr General Commandjng the
Armg-a gold-embroidered spread eagle and three stars; for other Jl'7jlJr Gmeraz,
- gold-embroidered spread eagle and two stars i for a Erigad iel' General-a gold.embroidered spread eagle and ODe star.
138.-Saddlecloth for General Staff Officers-dark blue cloth, of sufficient length
to cover the saddle and holsters, and one foot ten inches in depth, with an edging
of gold lace ODe inch wide.
139.-8urcingle-blue web.
140.-Hridle-black leather; bent branch bit, with gilt bosses i the front and
IOIIes yellow.
141.-Collar-yellow.
142.-HolsteJ'it-black leather, witb gilt mountings.
143.-8tirrups-gilt or yellow metal

For 0jJit:4n of the Co-rps of Engineer, and T()po{JrapMcal Engineen.
144.-The same as for General Statr Officers.
145.-In time of actual field service, General Officers and Officers of the Genenl
Staff and S~ff Corps are pennitted to use the horse equipments described for
mounted servIce.
HORSE EQUJPlIEXTS FOR THE lIOt"XTED SEr.nCE.

~46.-A complete. set of horse equipments for mounted troop!! consists of 1

bTl~e, I wateTl.ng bridIe, 1 halter, 1 saddle, 1 pair saddle bags, 1 saddle blanket, 1
surcmgle, 1 p:ur spurs, 1 currycomb, 1 horse brush 1 picket pin and 1 lariat· 1
,
,
link and 1 nose bag when specially required,'

"

r
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1·1';".-:-.\1I the leather is black bridle leather, and the buckles arc wallealJlc ir0n.
fiat, har "lIckk~, hIlled.
H'<.-Brirlle-It is compo;;c(} of 1 hell'lstall, t hit, 1 pair of reill~.
. Jt!I.-Ile:\l~"tall-.l cro~"n piece, the I'n.ls !'plit, r.mning I dlrek ~trnr :10<1 t
11~r(tat In.~h 1'lIlet
.one !'I,le, and on tlte otlll'r. I ch"ek ~trnp all,1 1 thr"~t la~h.
\nth 1 huckle, .liZ., lO('h, 2 ch:lr('~ and 2 huc·klC!'.. 7:; inch. ~e\\"( .. 1 to the ('n,1..; nf
check piece to att:l!'h the iJit; 1 hrow !.an'l. the ends d')Ilh1e.1 IIn,l ,eIH') form :'
J(~,",ps on each end through which the check ~trnps and throat la"h and throat la ... h
bIllet pas!>.
•
l;ifl.-Bit-(~h('ar sh'el. hlue,II-2 J.r:mrhes. ~ sTlnpetl, pierced at top with
an eye ft)r the rhC('k strap billet. anrl with a small hole near the e\'e fi)r tlll~
curb chain, h·rminated at the 1.. ,ttOIll I,,' 2 "utton~, into which nre'welded 2
rings. 1 ineh. fIJr tIll' reins: 1 lIlonth pi;,('!'. eun'Nl in the mi(ldle. its ends}):Iss
thr"lI~h thl' I,ranches and are rivl'tte(l to them: 1 cross bar, rivette(l to the
hran('he' 11(";11' the 10\\"f'r (·n.ls: :! ho"ses least hross) , bearing the Humber and
Idtl'r of (li.; rl'gi'lJIcnt :lI1cl the k~(l'r of the company, rh'etted to tlie hronehes
Wilh ronr rhl't,;: 1 curlJ·dl:dn IlOok, steel wire, No. 10, fastened to the near
hranch: 1 em!> chain. ~t.'e! wirf', Xo. 11. curh-chain links 0.7 inch wide. with
1 lon,;e ring in th~ mid')I!', f'l"t,'ned to the off branch hyan Shook, coldshut;
1 (,lIrl. strap II"a! hel"). j'.stcned tn the curb chain by 2 standing loops.
1.;1.-1 ('lIr}, ring ti.r hit XC). 1 replnccs the curb chain and curb strap.
TIll',\" lin' .. f t\\'o ,iz,": Xo. 1 ha, lin interior diameter of 4, inches: No.2, of
::. ;:j in"'I!"';. The Ilumher is markcd on the outside of the swell. No.1 is the

0:1

hrC!"I'~

,:ZI·.

j.i:.?-ThC'J"(' are f"ur IJit~, (litfering from each other in the arch or the mouth
pi,·,· ... and ill the distance from the mouth piece to the eye for the cheek strap
TiJe 1Jr.lllc!ce.; arc :llike helm\'" the mouth piece. No.1 is a Spanish bit, No.2
i, the nl'xt ~t'I·('rl·.~t, and Xo. t is the mildest. Height of arch is two and one,;narter ind1!'s in No.1, two inches in No.2, one and ooe-halfinch in No.8, and
olle·half inch in Xo. 4. The distance between the branches is 4.3 blches in all
the I.its.
1 :;::.-I!eins-2 reins sewed together at oue end, the other ends sewed to the
rings of the bit.
'.
.
WATERrNG BRtQLlL

1.i-t-The watering hridle is composed oC one 'bit and .oue.~'Gl.· .
1.j.i.-Bit (wrought iron, blued), 2 mouth pi~ aideamdfedfuthe middle
I,:; a loop }Iillge; their endsare Ilierced with 2 holes tonceive 9ringa 1.'Tinches
dialll('ter for the reins. 2 chains and toggles, 8Iiob,each linch by 0.55 inch,
wclrl .. r] into the rcin rings.
.
,.
1:;r,.-Reins-2 reins sewed together at one end, the other end &eWed to riDga
or the hit.
RALTER.

1.;,.-2 cheek pieces, sewed at one enll to2 square loopel.8iDe1leadiametor,
nn.\ the other to 2 cheek rings, 1.6 inches diameter; a atandiDg loopsfol' the
tf)!!~le~ of the watering bridle Hewe(] to the cbeek piece Dear to the 14l1lAl'e
}Il"JI": 1 crown piece sewed to the off cheek ring, 1 buckle 1.18 iDeh-. and
('hape sewed to the ncar check ring; 1 DOBO band, the eRda·1IeWed to. the
~'I""n~ loops; 1 chin strap, the ends llewcd to the sqi1ale loope aad puaing
I""",· through the hitching-strap ring.
I t IImat strap, foldell on itself making two thick~ aDd formiDg at top
a I, )f'jI fllr the throat hand to pass through, and embracmg in the Iold at the
I,: Ili'r end 1 !.olt which holds 1 hitching-strap ring; 1 throat band.,... loose
I!"'''"gh the loop in the throat BtI'8P, Rnd is sewed to theebeek ri.;.l hitchill!! -trap ~ix ancl one half feet long, 1 buckle 1.25 inches, and 1 standtng loop,
i I,illct "ewed to the LuckIe end by the same scam which holds the buckle.
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GENERAL ORDERS,

18G 1.

SADDLE.

15S.-All the leather is black bridle or harness leather, und the hUel;),"; ar,~
blued malleable i r o n . '
. '
159.-The saddle is composed of one tree, 2 saddle skut,;, 2 shrrllp~, 1 ;.;il'lh
and girth strap,'1 surcingle, 1 crupper.
SADDLE TREE.

160.-Wood (beech)-l pommel made of two l)ieees framec~ together at top
and glued' 1 cantle formed of 2 pieces like the pOlJllllel; 2 sJ(le ImrH (poplar)
each made'of 3 pieces ~lued together; they Il~e glued to the p.Ollllllcl alld can·
tie, aDd fas~ by 2 nvets, 2 burrs and 4 nluls, t!le b~lrrs let In on the underaside' 1 strap mortice in the pommel, 3 strap mortlces III the cantle.
1ai.-There are three sizes of trees, varying in the length of the seat. The
D1Uilber is marked on the pommel ornament.
No. 1. 11 inches length of seat. 15 per cent.
NC»~

111"·

. N~a12"

"dO "

"35 "

"

"

1a..-bQJ.-1 pommel arc 0.1 inch thick, with tllree small holes on top,
f~ to. &be side bars by" rivets; 1 pommel plate 0.1 inch thick, semi·
clrCutar.tastenOdto.tile front of the pommel by 4 rivets; 1 cantle arc 0.1 incb
thick, ';"tbtbree, _ I holes on top, fastened to the side bars by 4 rivets; 1
cantle plate 0.1 iDch thick fastened to the rear of the cantle hy 4 rivets; 2
stirrup Ioops JUa.ged in 2 holdfasts which arc fastened to the side hars IJY (j
rivets..
.
168.-The tree is painted with one coat of white lead. It is em'ereel with
best quality kip skin raw hide, put on wet, sewed with thol1l-!s of the sallle and
heJd in plaCe by stitches through,. the wood along the junction of the pOlllllOei
md cantle with the side bars. The seams arc made on the edges of the side
oors, where they will not chafe the horse or rider.
164.-2 crnpper rings, held by staples driven into the front ('nels of side har~ ;
2 foot staples for coat straps fllstened to the front of the pommel by four I 'r;)"~
screws, fInch; :3 crup~ rings (japanned black), fastened by staples dril'Pll
into the rear ends of SIde bars; 2 foot staple!.', fastened to the rear of cantle
by 4 brass screws, finch; 1 guard })Iate, 1 pommel ornament, ~hi('hl.~hap('\l
(sheet brass), fitstened to the pommel, each by 3 brass screw pins; Ii g'II'lrd
plates, fastened to the cantle by 12 screw pins; 2 foot staples, f:1StCI1(,' I Oil 1 Ite
back strap by 4 brass screws, t Inch; 1 saddle-bags stud, tilstencd on the 1>:1',';,
strap to the cantle arc by 2 copper rivets.
165.-Two saddle skirts (thick harness leather), fastened to the ~i,le bar, 1,y
38 brass screws, t inch; 2 stay loops for the saddle·baO' strap" sewe,l to thl.!
rear edge of the skirts.
0
166.-Two stirrups (hickory or oak), made of one piece hcnt, thl' "1'.]';
separated by 1 transom and fastened by 2 iron rivets, each, 4 10111'1'.'<; ~ It''lt It,i'
hoods, fastened to the stirrups by 12 (lopper rivet;; and burrs-distanc'" "I' Ilo"d
fro,!, .rear of stirrup 6 inches; 2 stir;up straps, 2 brass bucklc8, 1.37,j i!l":w'.
2 ~hdlDg loops, pass through tbe stirrup loops and through a hole ClIt ill tltJ
skirts; 2 ~weat leat~ers, each has 2 standing loops.
l(i7.-Glrth-2 girth straps pass over the pommelllllfl cantle arcs, 10 wll;('l1
tbey are fastened by 4 copper livets lind 4 bUrrs; they arc fil:.;telll'd to t 10,. ,j, it'
bar~ by 4. brass screws, ~ inch; ~hc en~ls are sewed in'to 2 I) ring~. 1.1'4.) ill,']" ':
~ girth billets, ECI~ed to thc straight SIde of thc D rin~~; 1 girth, .t,.j i!lI'li,".
bh!e woolen webolllg; 1 chapc, 1 buekll'. :l inc:hl's. 1 standing },,,)!'. 'll\<! (O!IL
safe 0!l the off end;. HIl,1 1 ehape, ~ hucklc, 1.1; IlJehe~, 1 /1 rillg'. 1.1'4.; indlt.,. 1
stanrhng loop, 1 8.11e Oil the near SHle; 1 standinl-! loop 011 the Illiddl,'.
16tl.-Six coat straps, (j IJllckles,O,l;2> inch, an (I stops. Tht·y p:l:''' thro\lc!h
thc morticcs in the pommel and calltle anti the foot staJlIc~.
.
-
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169.-0ne clu'bine socket, Il1trap, 1 buekle, 0.'15 inch, aewed to the socket
The IIOCket is buckled to the D ring on the oft" aide of -$he 1Iddte.-, -i
--- _ •
170.-0ne surcingle, 3.25 inches, blue wooJlen webbing~ 1 eIta1Je.;tbuek1e,
1.1S incht'8, 1 standing loop on one end, and 1 billet on ,~tlte other- I Jrillet
Jiningl'ewed over the end of webbing to the bUlet; 2 standing loops"near the
buckle end.
171.-Crupper-l dock, made of a "Bingle pieceAJld stufred with bair, tbe
ends sewed to the body of tbe crupper; lbod1+ Iplit at one end baa sewed
'~ it 1 chape,.l. ring, 1.25 inches, 2 t.ck straps-...eich ,has one b~ckle, 0.'3
Inch, and 2 slIding loops-tbey pass through the riDgI of the aide bars and the
ring on tbc body of the crupper..
"
.
,_ • '
172.-Saddle hags, (bag leatber.)-Tbey are composed of 2 poucbes,".
..t; tbe ends of the seat are eewed to the pouches.. Each poucb bas lbaelr.
eewed to tbe gusset and upper part of inner front with a welt; 1 gU8IIetaewed
to tbe back and to I outer and 1 inner front witb a welt; 11Iap sewed to the
top of tbe back and to the seat by 2 seams; 1 flap billet, sewed to the point of
the flap; 1 chape and 1 buckle, 0.625 inch, sewed to the outer front: I billet,
1 buckle, 0.025 inch, sewed to thC1 cbape. The seat is aewed to the 'pouch by
the same seams whicll join the flap to tbe back of the pooeh. It bas J holes
for the foot staples and 1 hole for the saddle-bag 1Itnd;2 key straps, sewed to
the seat near its ends; 4 lacing thongs for thepoucbes.
l73,-Saddle blanket.-To be of pure wool, cloBewovcn, of stout yams of
an indigo-hlue color, with an orange border 3 incbes wide, 3 inches from the
be(11gek· ThJc !cttcr~ L. S,,!.6. in1chcs high, of 0hrange. color, !nh,the centre of the
an ct. )lIncnswns; IiJ IDC ICS Iong, (j7 inC es wIde; wmg t, 3.1875 pounds;
l'ariation al\()wcd ill weight, 0.1875 pounds.
174.-Spurs (Lrass. )-2 spurs, 2 ro\vels, 2 rivets, 2 spur straps, 19 inches Ion ...,
2 roller huckles, 0, .. 2.3 inch, 2 standing loops.
<>
J.cn![th of heel for No.1, 3t inches " for No.2, 3i inches.-inaide measure.
Width of heel
"
3i"
"3"
"
I.cng-th of shank to ccntre of rowel, 1 inch.
Diameter of rowel, (U~;'; inch.
'
1i.').-Onc 110r,c hrush-l Lody (maple,) Russia bristles; 1 cover, glued and
fastencd to the hody hy 8 hrass screws; 1 hand strap, fair leather, fastened to
the side, of the hodv In' r, scrcws; 2 leather washers under the heads ot
Iwrc\\,s. DirnclJ,ion,: 'Bo(i y !l.25 inches long, 4 inches wide, 0.5 incb thick;
cover, 0.1 inch thi('k, hristles project 0.9 inch; band strap 2 incbes wide.
1jfi.-One <:lIrrr comb-iron, jilpanncd black. The pattern of "Carpenter's
No. :,:!:t" 1 bod)' (slICet iron, (J.4,) tbe top and bottom edges t~ed at right
anglf's, forming two rows of teeth; 3 double roWII of teeth, nvetted to the
hodY III' six rh'ets' I cross bar,rivetted across the top by 2 rivets; 1 handle
I!h:II'lk, 'rivetted to the body by 3 rivets; l.handle, (WOOd) tumed and painted,
pa",,<·s nvcr the shank and is held by t~e nvette~ end of the sbank; 1 ferrule,
slH'd iron, Dimensions: Length, 4 Inches; WIdth, 4.75 Incbes; thicknell
O.7.'i ilJet.; length of handle, 4 inches; weight, 0.84 pound
J 77.-()ne piekct pin (iron, painted black.)-The parts are: the bodlt.the
n(~('k. t hc 1)(':\<1, the swel1~ the P?int; l.lnria~ ring around the neek, 8-aba~J
t Ilf' Iaq!er o)lcning for the lanat. !llmenslons: Length,.l4 incbes; df.~
lit ~\\'(''', 4 inehes; from point, 0.75 In~h j ~t neck, 0.5 inch; at head, 1 .. ' ;
lariat ring, 0.2 inch wire, welded, intenor dIameter 1 incb j weight of pin, 1~
»"'lIlfl~.

• .

.

I j~.-One lariat.-Best hemp one and a quartermch rope,!JO filet tCllll; ot 4.
stral)(l~; an (',vc I!plicl'd ill one end, the other end whipped withllllall
twine j weight,2.aS pounds.
.h
l,!I,-One Iink-l !!trap, embracing in the fold at one end 1 apriag ook,
and at the othl'r 1 buckle, 0.75 inch, and 1 billet.
Jtjll.-Onc nose bag-same as for Light Artillery.
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GESEnAL OJWEJ:S,

I8G}'

llIUTARY STOIlEKEEl'EJlS.

181.-A citizen's frock cont of hlue doth, with Il11lt()n~ of thp d"I"1 :', ',,''''
to which they are attached; round hlllck hat; pantaloons alld ,'<;,1, jL:;,.
white or dark blue; cravat or stock, black.
MISCEJ.I.ANlwrs.

182.-General Officers, lind Colonels 1lRdng the hrcn·t. rank .of (;"1111'''[ (i::icers, may on occasions of ceremony, and when not sel"l'Ill,!{ wIth troop-. W""r
the" dres's" and "undress" prescribed !ly existin~ rcgtJlation~.
183.-0fficers below the grade of Colonel having IJ("en!t rank, will "'(',,r the
epaulettes ~nd s~oulder lltraps dist.inctive of their a~lllY rank.. III ;11.1 "tl)('r
respects, theIr uniform and dress will be that of theIr respectIve r",:!IIlWlJt-,
corps, or departments, and according to their commissions in the ~alIlC, ()tfi·
cers above the grade of Lieutenant Colonel by ordinary commissiolJ, hal'.ing"
brevet rank, may wear the uniform.of their respcrtive regiments or corp', IJr
that of General OtHcers, according to their brevet ran k.
184.-0fficers are permitted to wear a plain dark blue hody coat, with the
button designating their respective corps, regiments, or departments, without
any' other mark or omament upon it. Such a coat, however, is lIot to be conaidered 88 a dress for any military purpose.
185.-1n like manner, officers are pl'rmitted to wear a huff, white, or IJlue
Test, with the small button of their corps, regiment, or department.
186.-0fficers serving with mounted troops are a.Ilowcd to wear, for ~tal,lc
duty, a plain dalk blue cloth jacket, with one or two rows of IJuttons down
the front, according to rank; stand-up collar, sloped in front as that of the
uniform coat; shoulder straps according to rank, but no other ornam('nt.
187.-Tbe hair to be short: the bear(rto be worn at the pleasure of the individual: but when worn, to be kept short and neatly trimmed.
188.-A Band will wear the uniform Of the regiment or corps to which it belongs. The commandin~ officer may. at the expense of the corps, sanctinned
by the Council of Administration, make such additions in ornaments :15 he
may judge proper.
By ORDER OF TIlE SECBETARY OF WAR:
L. THOlIAS, Adjatant General.
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APPENDIX III
plate 1. Insignia, (artillery,
cavalry, and infantry.)
plate 2. Belt Equipment, (bayonet,
canteen, bayonet scabbard,
cartridge box, and cap bex.)
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APPENDIX IV
Contraot Manufaoturers of MOdel 1861 Rifle Muskets.

1

A.moskeag Manufaoturing Company, Manohester, New Ilampshlre.

27.000 delivered, 1,000 at $20.00, remainder at $19.00.
marked At\'LOSKEAG MFG 00 MANCHBSrpER NH wi th eagle and date.

A. M. Burt, New York, N. Y.
11,496 delivered at $20.00.
marked

US TRENrl'ON WI'TH

eagle and date.

Oolt's Arms Manufacturing Oompany, HRrt:ford, Conn.

113,980 delivered at

$~O.OO.

marked COLTS Pt F A Mrg 00 with eagle and date.
i':a<;"lc ManufactllPing Company, Mansfifld, Conn.
~~O, 000

dc-li vJ'(~d at

mal'ked

US

I~;M}l

(i'~0. 00.

;,vn .LB; with eagl(, and date.

C. B. Hoard, Watertown, New York.
15,000 deliv red at $20.00.
11,300 del1v"red at $19.00.

markf'd US WA/I'E

!r.I10WN

1 Gluckman,

with eagle and

~33-243.

dat~,.

r-r-- - - - - - - - .
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A. Jenks and Son, Bridesburg, Pennsylvania.
2!),000
19,000
48,000
6,000

delivered
delivered
delivered
delivf>red

at
at
at
at

$GO.OO ( July, 1861.)
.25.00
$20.00 ( Dec embE'r, 186::S.)
$19.00.'

marked US urUDESBUHG with eagl e and (late.
Lamson, Goodnow and Yale, Windsor, V'crmont.
bO,OOO d(,:liv ;red at $~O.OO.
US

marked LalleY

with eagJe and datf>.

V~INDSOR

William Mason, taunt. on, Massaohusetts.
30,000 deliverAd at $20.00.

marked US Wm MASON with eagle and date.

J. D. Mowry, Norwioh, Conneoticut.
30,000 d"livorf"d at $20.00
10,000 delivered at $18.00

William Muir, Windsor Locks, Connf>cticut.
30,000 delivered

marked US Wm MUIa

wi th eagle and date.

WINDSOR LOCKS CT

Norwich Arms Company, liorwicb, Connecticut.
18,000 dolivered at $18.00
15,000 dellver~d at '19.00

marked US

NOR~;;ICH

with engle and date.

r---------.
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Casper D. Schubarth, Provld(mcp, Hhode Island.
9, bOO dellvr<l"sd at $:CO.OO.

maT'kf"d C D SCHnS HTH with engle and date.
PHOV HI
'N. W. Welch, Nori'olk, Connecticut.

16,000 dr;liv: red at $20.00
1,000 delivered at ~18.00

marked US NORFOLK with f"}gle and date.

B:.

~'hitnoy,

Whitn(;;yvl11e, Connecticut.

15,001 delivered at $19.00
marked US WHITNbYVlt,:CE or E WHITNEY with eagle and date.

r
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P[lrker Snow and Company, Meridnn, Connecticut.

1L,000 delivered at
marked US

PkUL~,R

~'19.00

SNOW tc CO wit,h :·ag1e and date.
CONN

It.::':;:'IDr;~!

Providence (1'001 Company, Prov1d enc e, Rhode Isl and.
~5)OOO dAlivGred at $20.00
13,000 dAliverpd at '19.00
3~,OOO de1ivnrod at $18.00

marked US PROVIDENCE I}'QOL CO wi tll eag};3 and date.
PROV HI

B. Remington, Ilion, New York.
40,000 dl:li verl?d at $18.00
marked US RliJ'.UW1'T'ON'S with eagle and date.
ILION NY
Ed~vard

Rcbinson, New York C1 ty, New York.

12,000 de11vered at $20.00
18,000 dellvered at $18.00
marked US E. HOBINSON with (:;agle and, dote.
NEW YORK

Sarson and Robf:'rts,
5,140 deliverrd at $20.00

R. Savage,
15,520 dellvnred at $18.00
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APPENDIX V
plate 1. Springfield Rifle
plate 2. Spencer Carbine
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1 Front elcht

2 Front band

J

Cent~r

band

L Rear

band

S Rear

sight

6 Nipple
, 7 HamIIIer

0f.-(j)
(~j

-

, ------- G
---@
,,-

(~4)

RRamrod
9 Bayonet
10 BaTonet clamp

11 Upper nling
17 Lock plate
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AP"P };NDIX VI.

DIREc'rIONS POB LCHDING covrts PISTOLS.

(These direotions oopied from label inside oase of revolver.)
First explode a oap on each nipple to clear them from
oil or dust, then draw baok the hammer to the half-cook, which
allows the oylinder to be rotated; a oharge of powder is then
plaoed in one of the ~hambera, keeping the barrel up, and a
ball with the pOinted end upwards, without wadding or pat.ohl, is
pu.t into the mouth of the ohamber, turned under the rammer, am
foroed down with the lever below the surface of' the oylinder so
that it cannot hinder its rotation (care should be used in ramming down the boll so as not to shake out the powder from the
ohamber, thereby reduoing the oharge.) This is rep,,'ated until
all the ohampers are 10aded. Peroussion oaps are then plaoed
on the nipples on the right of the look .. frame, when, by drawing baok the hanlJ.'11er to the full oock, the arm is in oondi tion
for a disoharge by pulling the trigger; a repition of the same
motion produces the like results, viz. six shots without reloading.
N. B. It will be safe to use all the posder t.he
chambers will hold, when loading with the flask, leaving room
for the ball, whether the posder is strong or weak. Fine grain
powder is the best. Soft lead must be used for the balls.
'l'he oylinder is not to be taken off when loaded. The hammer"
when at full oook, forms the si~ht by whioh aim is taken.
To oarry the arm safely when loaded, let the hammer

down on the pins between eaoh nipple, on the end of t.he oylinder.
The arm should be thoroughly oleaned and oiled after
firing, particularly the base-pin on whioh the cylinder turns. 1

1 Bannerman, 71.
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APPENDIX VII
Labeled drawing of a cap-and-ball pistol.

!I
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"
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APPENDIX VIII
Cavalry saber, ( left)
Officer's sword, (right)

114
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APPENDIX IX
McClellan saddle
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Saddle tree
Pommel (coat straps rolled)
Cantle (coat straps rolled)
Rigging strap
Side panel
Saddle bag
Hooded stirrup
Sweat leather
Crupper

•
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APPENDIX X.
GLOSSARY.

Bands- Metal strips fastening the barrel to the stock by encircling both these parts.
Bayonet- A stabbing blade attached to a shoulder arm.
Blade- An upright, elongated front sight.
Bluing- A process of artificis.l rusting us ed to color metallic
parts of arms in shades of blue or black.
Bolt- The breech closure of a firea.rm used to open and close the
bore.
Breech- The rear of the barrel (md· t.he pert.inent mechanism.
Breech Lock- 'I'he portion of the firearm mechanism wr:ich closes
the rear of the bore against the force of the charge.
Breech Loader- A firearm which receives its load at the breech.
Butt- The rearward portIon of the stock of a f'irearm.
Butt Plate- A reinforcing plate used to cover and protect t}-;e
butt of a shoulder arm.
Oaliber- The diameter of the firearm bore usually expressed in
hundreds of an inch.
Oap- A small metal or paper device containlng a percussion ignited
compound designed to ignite the main eharl:!e of a firearm.
Carbine- A shortened .t'<!rm, of rifle or musket. orip'inally designed
for the use of mounted troops.
Oartrldge- A metal or paper container for a charge of explosive
(usually containing the ball also) designed for hOldin~ the
charge in the chamber of the arm. In its early form t· '"iFl
cartridge was generally of paper, was broken to load and the
contents were empt-iAd int.o t.he chamber via the muzzl~ of
muzzle loading arms.

r
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Chamber- The part of the bore, or of the firearm meohanism, whioh
oontains the oharge.
Cock- To plaoe!,he hammer or tr'e firing pin of' a firearm in position for firing the pieoe.
Cone or Nipple- A small tube of a percussion firearm on which is
plaoed the oap oontaining the f'ulminate or other priming
oompound.
Cone Slght- A .front sight of oonioal shape.
Cylinder- The part of a multi-firing firearm holding a number of
oartridges and presenting the loads suocesively for firing
b7 revolution about an axis.
Front Sight- A devioe on the muzzle end of the barrel, used to
faoilitate aiming the pieoe.
FUlminate- An explosive oompound whioh will ignite if heated,
struok, or vibrated.
Gain Twlst- A method of rifling in whioh the twist, slight at the
breeoh, inoreases gradually towards the muzzle to give maximum. rotary motion at that point, and by relatively gradual
acoeleration of the bullet prevents it from jumping the
ri.tling at the shock of disoharge.
Groovea- The twisting, parallel, lengthwise hollows cut in the
bore to impart a rotary motion to the projectile during its
passage through the barrel.
Hammer- The external movable part of the firearm meohanism used
to ignite the priming oharge.
Loading Lever- A ,jointed ramrod, suspended under the barrel, used
to pack powder and bullet into the cylinder of the revolver.
Look- The meohanism of the f'irearm mechanism used to ignite the
explosive.
Look Plate- The external iron plate on whioh the meohanism usual
to flintlook and percussion systems is mounted.
Marking- The indioation of' the maker of the arm or of' certain
oomponent parts.

r
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Minte Bullet- An elongated bullet with cup-shaped hollow in the
base, which being expanded by the action of' the gasses,
oauses the bullet to take the rifling. Named af'ter C. E.
Minie, Captain of Infantry, French Army, to whom the
invention of the system is credited.
Nipple- See Cone.
Muzzle- The end of the barrel from which the bullet leaves the
arm.
Ramrod- A wooden or metal rod used f'or ramming down the charge
ot muzzle-loading arms.
Rear Slght- The devioe between the f'ront SIght and the eye used
to faoilitate the alingment of the barrel bore and the
target.
Rif'le Musket- A term used by the Ordnanoe Department in mid-19th
Century to designate the new rif'led arms of musket size and
long slim barrels of' rifle oaliber.
Rim Fire- Ignition system having the peroussion priming in the
rim of a self-exploding metallio oartridge.
:Prigger- 'rhe portion of the mechanism of a firearm whioh aotuat.es
the firing meohanism and oauses the disoharge.
Wad- The paper, felt, or other material used to retain the oharge
in the barrel of an arm or in the oartridge.
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CRITICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
PRIMARY SOURCES
Brackett, Albert Gallatin,
a1rl, New York, 1865.

~istory

of

~

United States

~

Colonel Brackett was an officer 1n the Sixth United States
Cavalry. This i8 a history of American cavalry from 1789
to 1865, and 1s helpful in that it traces the development
ot cavalry tactics and improvements made in cavalry eqUipment.
Denison, George Taylor, Modern cavalr , Its Organization, Arma!!!!.!!.l:., .!!!!! !mloment !!! 'aI', LOnAon;-Ia'lJS.
This is a treatise on oavalry organizations of European
countries. A chapter on American cavalry methods is inclUded. Statements from Confederate off1cers rp.garding the
qua Ii ty of Federal ca.valry equipments are included in the
Appendix.
Miller, Prancis T. , Photoeraphic Historl Q!
volumes, New York, 1 11.

~ Civil~,

ten

Thia is a collection of photographs made on the battlef1eld by Matthew Brady and other photographers of the
time. This was a very helpful series as it enables one
to visualize clearly the lite of the soldiers.
Roemer, Jean, Cavalrz, !!! Histor: and Management, New York,
1863.
--This study of European Bnd American oavalry was writ.ten
It mentions and praises
United States equipment.
by a Netherland's oavalry offioer.

War Department,

General Order8, __N~u_m_b~e~r~, 1861.

These are the off10ial speoifioations for -thecun1form and
olothing of offioers and men. Speoifications for horse
equ1pments are also listed in these orders.
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War Department, War ot the Rebellion: Ofticial Records of the
Union and Conrederate Armies, f28 volumes, Washington;-Bistrior-ot ColumbIa, fS80--1910.
This massive set cont.ains muoh of the offioial oorres[Jondence of both armies and their governments. A very helpful
souroe, but diffiolllt to use beoause it is not well indexed.
REGIMENTAL HISTORIES
Brooke-Rawles, William, Histo~ ~
a,avalrz, Philadelphia, 19 5.

~

Third

pennsylvani~

This 1s a record ot the enlisting of regimental companies,
battles, and other items found in all regimental histories.
It oontains a number of pia.tures ....h1oh; are h~lptul in
studying the variety of uniforms worn.
Norton, Henry, needs ot Daring: a History of the
~ Volunteer 'Cavalrz. Norwich, New-YorK;

E1~hth

New

f§ 9. ---

This book traces progress of a regiment from a group of
green recruits into a crack cavalry outfit.
Oakey, Daniel, Historz of the Seoond M!ssachusetts Intantry
Regiment, Boston, ~8~
This is a typioal history reoounting the experienoes of
a regiment in the Army of tl1e Potomao.
Regimental COmmittee, The Eighteenth Pennsylvania Cavalrz, 2&§,!1865, New York, 1909.

-Better than the usual regimental

~'istory,

this contains a

day by day reoord of the camp life and oampaignes of a very

actite unit.

Soott, William F.,
1893.

~

Storz 2!

~

Cavalrz Regiment, New York,

This is the story ot the 4th Iowa Cavalry, written very
objeotively, at times oritioal of offioers, and the equipment issued to the regiment.

j
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SOLDIERS' HEffINISCENCBS
Alexander, E. Porter, Military Memoirs
York, 1907.

~ ~

Confederate, New

General Alexander was Lee's chief of artillery snd 1'hus
was in a good position to evaluate Union ordnance.
Billings, John D., Hardtack

~

Coffee, Boston 1887.

This is a delightfully wri tt,en recollection of soldiflr
days. The author evidently was a man of considerable education, and told his stol1f in a humorous way. This was
the most helpful of all sources consulted. In addition
to the fine text, the book is profusely illustrated with
over 200 pen snd ink sketches by Charles W. Reed.
Corby, William, Memoirs
1894.

2!

Chaplain

£!!!,

Notre Dame, Indiana,

Father Corby was one of several of' his order to serve in
the Union army as a chaplain. He was cited for his bravery
at Gettysburg, and a statue in ilis honor stands there at
the junction of Hancock and United States Avenues. The statue depicts him with his arm raised in absolution over the
men of the Irish Brigade just before they helped to occupy
Little Round Top, on the afternoon of July 2, l86~. On his
return from the war he became President of the University
of Notre Dame, later PrOVincial, and then General of the
Congregation of the Holy Cross. His book Is well written;
a good military history as well as a good appraisal of the
soldiers. This book is not cited in this thesis, but was
helpful as background material.

Ayml

Gerrish, Theodore,
Life, a Privete's Reminiscences of the
Civil!.!.!:, Port and""llS.Yne; 1882.
- This io a well written account by a veteran who later
beoame a minister.
Glazier, Willard, Three Years in the Federal Cavalry, New
1873.
.
-- ---

Yor~,

Captain Glazier enlisted in the Seoond New York Cavalry
as a private and rose to captaints rank. He was a prisoner
of war for a time, and wrote of his experiAnces as a
troo er and a risoner
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Goss, Warren Lee, Reco1.1ections of a Private: A Story of the
!!:.& £!. 2 Potomac, New YorK, -1890.
- Goss served with t.hE'; 2nd Massachuset;ts Artillery. His
book is interesting and in.formative, but in places he
seems more interested in writing a good story than in
the .facts. Nevertheless this book is help.ful to one interested in the daily li:fe of the soldier.
Haskell, Frank Aretas,
Wisconsin, 1908.

lh2

Battle

2t

Gettlsburs, Madison,

(

This is a book length letter written by Frank Haskell to
his brother in the two weeks following the battle. This
ie a remarable account of the fighting, but in addition
contains many character sketches of the generals in command there. As the letter was not intended .for publication
the sketches ar~3 quite cr1 ·t.lca!. This account is tlle only
mili tary history included in the Hal"'var>d Classics. Colonel
Haskell was killed at Cold Harbor. This book was not
quoted in this theses, but was most he1pful in obtaining
the proper background.
Jones Jenkin Lloyd, An Artillerzman's Diarz, Madison, Wisconsin,
1914.
..
Jones kept a daily journal during his service with tlie
SIxth Wlsconsin Battery. Although dull in places it provIdes a good insight into the soldier's life in camp and
in the :field. It was not quoted in tllis theses, but was
used for background.
Stillwell, Leander, !!:!! Biorl S!!.. .! Common Sold1e,!;
~ !h! C1Vil~. Er~e, Knasas, 1920.

!2!. ArntZ .!4!.!

This story was written for the author's son, t.hat he might
know the part taken by the father and ne1ghbors in the
war. It is a simple and straightforward account that was
very helpful in the preparation of this thesis.
Upson, Theodore F., !!!h Sherman
editor, Baton Rouge, 1943.

~ ~

Sea, Oscar O. Winther,

A compilation ot letters and diaries of an Indiana boy that
makes interesting reading, this c,·ook was very help.ful.
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TECHNICAL REFERENC BS

Boniface, John Jacob,
1905.

!h! Cavalry Horse

~~,

New York,

Colonel Boniface was cavalry officer in the Philippines In
1898-1899. This book has not been oited, but was useful in
obtaining the neccesary,baokground in oavalry operations
and equIpment.
Carter, William
1905.

H.,

Horscs, Bridles

~ SaddlA~,

New York,

The writer of this book rose to the rank of general in the
S1xth Uni ted S ta t ("s Cavalry. As he fought in the Indian
Wars following the Civil War under offioers who served in
the Union army, his referenoes to oavalry taotios in the
Civil War may be relied upon as authentic. He is espeoially
helpful because of his comments on the equipment issued to
the cavalry trooper.
Fuller, Olaude, Springfield Muzzle :poading
York, 1944.

Shoulde]!~..

New

lJ.'his is a review of all rifles and muskets made at the
National Armory at Springfield, Massaohusetts, from 1795
to 1865. This 1s a standard reference on early American
firearms.
Gluokman, ArcadI, l!.!. ~ hrtial., Plat.ols .!!.ru.! Revolvers, Buffalo,
New York, 1944.
New York,

U.

s.

194~--

Muskets,

Rlf~l~, ~

Carbines, Buffalo,

Colonel Gluckman is one of the foremost authorities on firearms in the United States. Both of the above works are invaluable to the oollector and the historian. Each was oonsuIted many times in the preparation of this thesis.
Havens, Charles T., The History of t.he Colt Revolver, New York,
1940.
~--This is a complete history of all Colt pistols from the
first model patented in 1836. This work was oonsulted a
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great deal as it contains many diagrams, patent drawings,
charts.,' and photographs. This book is probably the most
complete treatment on the subject, and was used extensively.
National Rifle Association of America,

~

American Rifleman,

This monthly magazine is r.he official organ of the National
Rifle ASSOCiation, and is dedicated to gun lovers, shooters,
collectors, and those interested in antique guns. Several
iSsues were consulted in composing this thesis.
Self, Margaret Cabell,
1946.

~

Horsemants EnClclopedia,

!!!

~,

This book is recommended to the reader who wishes to learn
either the fundamentals or the most advanced techniques
of horsemanship.

CATALOGUES
Amber, John, editor, !h.!..2!:!!! Digest, Chicago, 1954.
This is an annual publioation, devoted in part to lists
and prices of guns and ammunition, and in part to articles
ot interest to shooters and collectors alike.
Bannerman, Frru1cis, (and Sons) Military goods Catalogue, New
York, 1949.
Shortly after the Civil War, Frank Bannerman began to buy
up surplus war materials, opening a warehouse and military
goods store on lower Broadway in New York. He was able to
supply many regiments of ,.,olunteers in the 3panish- Amerioan War, and purchased so much surplus equipment after
that war that he waS able t.o offer war material to both
sides in the Russo-Japanese War. His familY still operates
a store and musellln at 501 BroadWaY, and it attracts co1leotors from all parts of the United States. Bannermants
catalogue is hlehly regarded by historians interested in
old weapons. It was cons;llted frequently in the preparation of this theSiS.
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Medicus, Philip Jay, Ammunition Referenoe

Diees~,

New York, 1953.

This catalogue, published for colleotors, has full size
drawings and photographs of many cartridges, including all
those used 1n the Civil War. This catalogue was of considerable assistance.
Sto~ger

Arms Corporation,

~

Shooter's Bible, New York, 1953.

primarily a price catalogue on modern guns, this catalogue
also has information on old weapons.
GENERAL WORKS
Catton, Brace,

~

Linooln's

~,

New York, 1951.

Glory Road, The BlOO~ Route from Fredericksburg !2. GettySburg, ew York, l.953.
A Stillness

.!1

Ap12omattox, New York, 1954.

These books, a trilogy dedicated to the Army of the Potomac,
al"e exceptionally readable. The last listed above, A Stillness at Appomattox, won a National Book Award for non fIction in 1954. These books are reoommended to all readers.
All three were oonsulted often in preparing this thesis.
Donald.. David, Divided,Ve Fought .. A Pictorial History of the
War, 1861-1865, New 'York, 1952.
- This is an excellent compilation of on the spot photographs
and sketohes. Tl11s work was used considerably in con.1unction with ~ PhotographiC History Q! !b£ Civil ~.
Ogden, H. A. ,

~

Ar.Wl of

~

United States, New York, 1885.

'rhis 1s a volunw of water-color plates illustratlng army
uniforms from 1775 to 1885, it proved a disappointment and
was not used as much as had been expected.
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Shannon, Fred A., The Organization and Administration ot the
Unio~ Army, 1m-laSS, Two volumes, Cleveland, i925.This is a doctoral dissertation and affords a penetrating
appraisal of high-level policy in organizlng and supplying the army. It was consulted often.
Taylor, Frank
1913.

H., PhiladelEhia 1a ~ Civil !!t, Philadelphia,

'Published by the city of Philadelphia,c this book gives
the details ot the raising of Pennsylvania regiments.
Upham, Oyril B., low~ Journal £! History ~ £olitiC~, volUme
XVI, 1918, "Arms and Equ1pment for Iowa Il'roops in the
Civil War."
This 1s an intormative article telling of the proplems
encountered in supplying militia and volunteer regiments
in the first days of the war.
.
Wiley, Bell Irvin, The Life of Bi11Z Yank, The Common Soldier
.2:t .Eh! Union. Tew-roFk;-1~52. Thf.s is a most complete picture of t'he daily life of the
soldier. It was extremely helpful in the preparation of
this thesis as it quoted letters and diaries which are
kept in pr1vate collect1ons and would be otherwise inaccessible.
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